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I. .ORGANIZATION AND ATTENDANCE

1. The fourth Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in Development:

Implementation of the Arusha Strategies for the Advancement of Women in Africa was

held at Abuja, Federal Republic of Nigeria, from 6 to 10 November 1989 in accordance

with ECA Conference of Ministers resolution 365 (X-IV), adopted in March 1979 in

j Rabat, Morocco which endorsed the recommendation that ECA should convene a

\ Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in Development every three years;

i 2. The Conference was graced with the presence of His Excellency General.Ibrahim

Babangida, President and-Cbrnmander-ln-Chief of the Armed. Forces of the Federal

.Republic of Nigeria as well as Mrs. Ma'rlyam Babangida. The First Lady of the Republic

of the Gambia, Mrs. Chilel Jawara, the First Lady of Egypt, Mrs. Suzanne Mubarak and

the First Lady of the Republic of Ghana, Mrs. Nana Konadu Agyeman Rawlings were in

attendance. The OAU Secrotary-General H.E! Mr. Salim Ahmed Salirn, attended the

opening ceremony and theMinister of Social Affairs, Vouth and Sports, Mr. T. Graham

Douglas and the Minister of the Federal Capital Territory, General Gado Nasko were

present as were government. Ministers from Nigeria. The following.41 State members

of ECA were represented at^the meeting: Algeria. Angola, Botswana, Burkina Faso,

Burundi, Cameroon, the Central Republic, Chad, Comoros, the Congo, Djibouti, Egypt,

Equatorial Guinea. Ethiopia, Gabon, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Kenya, Lesotho,

Liberia, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius,

Morocco, the Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Sierra Leone, the

Sudan, Togo, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania,. Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

; States not members of ECA present as observers wertjnetherlands and Sweden. The
i following United Nations Secretariat, bodies and programmes were represented as
| observers: Branch for the Advancement of Women. Centre for Social Development and
«, Humanitarian Affairs, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), United Nations

,* Children's Fund (UNICEF); United Nations Population (Fund, United Nations
International Research and-Training Institution for the Advancement of Women.

Specialized-agencies of the1 United Nations system represented w,as.International

Labour Organisation. The following intergovernmental and non-governmental
organizations attended as observers were: The Organization.of African Unity, Africa
Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of Women in Development,

Economic Community of West African States, Eastern, and Southern African
Management Institute, Bahai International Community, Family "Development Project,
African Women Development and Communication Network, the Ford Foundation, Harlem
Women's Committee, New Future Foundation Inc..''Inter-African Committee on
Traditional Practices, International Council of African.Women Inc., International
Trade Centre, Pan-African Women's Organization, Population Council, Women's WorJd
Banking, Zonta International Club of Lagos.

Election of officers

. i

| 3. The Conference elected the following bureau: '

1 Chairperson: ' Nigeiia

\ First Vice^Chairperson:: Morocco " \ .

Second Vice-Chairperson: Congo

Third Vice-Chairperson: Togo

Rapporteurs: Zambia, Zaire
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.... B. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK'Hi'-'e

r

4. The Conference adopted the following agenda: .'.... ^

1. Opening of the Conference..,- , ., ,-■•- .-,•; ,^;,

2. ' Election of officers..

'i- ■ ■ 3/ Adoption of the agenda and organization of work.

'■■' 4. ■''• Implementation of tfce Arusha Strategies.for.theAdvancement of Womenun -"■

.. -'..' '.'.'.^. .....,-..A^r^£? ^eX°n^ t^He endj3'f,the IJni.ted.Nations, Decade for-Wornen::Country■•■ ■
■•■ ndrcrSo^tW/eiri ' ...■.-■ _

perspectives. ; '.l';?t\'' ■ <■

5. Implementation of the Arusha Strategies for the Advancement of Women ln; -

Africa beyond the.end of the United Nations.Decade for Women: Regional,
perspectives. '". . ' ■ ..,•■■■■■• .:.-.i:.'

6. Strategies for improving women!s access to education and draining in-

$ '■ 7- Improving African women's role in the informal sector. . ■■■-.■:...
k •■ ■■*' ••■; ■ ;■/" -/". . .■ ■-■■ .. ; . , .. _ ,,.,....,, ;

: ■■■•:' 8. Plow of resources to women in the context of.the African food and'deb't :■
. ■ ■■■■ ■ ' :crisis. '■'"■"'' .".."■ . ■ .... ■:■■:■; ■,■

S / .,..,, \ . ■ ,. " '-' ' ■ ■ .-'.'■'■':U ■':"
9. ■ The situation of displaced women and children: Under apartheid, drought /

:!/;- '■ '•'■':' -and desertification. . ... :- .■ . , ■,■

10. Special programme:1 celebration of the tenth anniversary of the Africa ,'*'

Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of Women-iln ^'
DevelopmentCARCC). : ... . VJ;,^.';

11: Any other business. , . ... .^V- ■'..-(

' 12. Adoption of the report " ... .'.'' , . ■!

13. Closing ceremony of the Conference. . . . '.■].'..

C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS .

"\ Opening of the Conference (agenda item i) ' ' ' ' ' '' ' ""

■ "-5 In her introductory remarks at the opening session, the outgoing Chairperson
( the representative of the United Republic of Tanzania, stressed the importance of the

Regional Conference on ^Integration of Women in Development Among the
: achievements of the Arusha -Strategies adopted in 1984 was the fact that African

. women had become united in pursuing the Nairobi Forward-looking Strategies for the
■..Advancement of Women.

. 6. She added that the current Conference should not only review activities carried '
, out since the adoption of the Arusha Strategies, but should propose concrete measures

for the subsequent integration of women in development.

7. She requested the Organization of African Unity (OAU) to continue with the
creation of a women's unit with in the Organization to deal with matters relating to the
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integration of women;in development. Such a unit v/ould play a major role; in"

collaboration with the African Training and Research Centre for Women (ATRCW).of.'.;.-

EGA in enhancing the role of women in development. ;" • ■■

8. - With the structural adjustment programmes being implemented in Nigeriaand-:"

throughout the continent, the aforementioned unit, within the OAU, would be better--■

placed to fully involve women in the process of development. " .''■- '•''■

9. In .his welcoming address, the Honourable Minister of the Federal Capital

Territory, Abuja, Underscored the importance of the Conference which Abuja'w^as

■ particularly1 glad to host.' He stated that there would never be development without

a genuine integration and participation of women. Women constituted a force to be

reckoned with in. the economic development of Africa. ■ ' \ ..

10. In his opening address, the Honourable Minister of Social Development, Youth

and Sports indicated that it was indeed a great pleasure to welcome participants to "

the.Federal Capital Territory, Abuja, on the occasion of the fourth EGA Regional"'

Conf.erence.cn the Integration of Women in Development and on the Implementation of

the Arusha Strategies for the Advancement of Women in Africa. He felt particularly

^rrocr5that-$^e^iflr+iarteT*rr^

womenin all spheres of life were celebrating the second anniversary of the Better Life-

for.Rural Women Programme. The various achievements of trie programme would be • :

appropriately highlighted in his country's paper to be discussed during'1 the"1 ■

Conference. ■ ■ .. ; •;■-.•;'.■■ : :

11. He recalled that the third Regional Conference which had taken place in Arusha, •■

the United Republic of Tanzania in 1984, had adopted Strategies for the Advancement

of African Women Beyond the United Nations Decade for Women-.; These strategies ;

were long-term plans for the advancement of African women principally as.agents in '■ ■

development up to and beyond the year 2000. The Arusha Strategies had taken-into

consideration Africa's socio-economic-needs and stage of development. They/aimed

at a greater integration of women in the development process, and at improving
women's conditions focusing on seven key areas, namely: agriculture arid food

production; peace and apartheid in South Africa and Namibia; refugees and displaced ■
women;.the changing socio-economic situation of women in Africa; the impact of :;

desertification and women's condition; industrial development for Africa; and human ■'
resources development. The current. Conference was to consider the progress made to

date in the seven key areas by member countries of the Economic Commission for
Africa since the last Conference in 1S84.

12. ... Continuing, he said that since the end of the United Nations Decade for Women, :
the Federal Government had embarked i; pen various, projects and programmes designed
for the integration of women in national development and in line with the strategies
adopted in Arusha, the United Republic of Tanzania. The launching of the" Mass- '

- Mobilization Campaign for Soc'iaUustice, Economic Recovery and Self-reliance: Women
Education Campaign; and rural development programmesnation- wide had provided the ■'
much-needed impetus for women to launch themselves into enviable positions,.'
socially, politically and economically. jn that connection, Nigerian women had taken/ '■

*... j-WU-aflXABtaW Qf .tlxe&e:programme.s-w-bic.h- were invaluable-legacies-from-the ^re^ent-'""^^ ' J- ■
administration. He appealed to them to continue to work in partnership withvthV -: %

( Federal Government for the overall development of this nation

13 He informed the Conference that for the overall human resources development;:-- ■
of his country, the Federal Government had signed and ratified the United Nations" ;
convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. For Vl
that purpose, the Government way determined co reward hard work and competence
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without discrimination based on sex. Accordingly, women who had distinguished''

themselves were being appointed to high positions at State, national and international *,;

levels. ■ :T3 ■

14. During his address, Mr. Salim Ahmed Salim,..Secretary-General of the''OAU -

declared that a major purpose of the Conference wtfs to reflect, on the degree*'of- -

implementation of the Arusha.;Strategies, to discern1 its short-comings, to design ■■
further strategies for overcoming the pitfalls and to project the future of the African

women beyond the year 2000 in the context of sociaj and economic development of the *

African continent. - .■ -•-'• •

15. Such a reflection, he said: must necessarily be inspired by the Lagos Plan'^of

' Action and the Final Act of Lagos in which thero'e of women in the development of the. ■'•

continent were succinctly articulated and recognized. During the twenty-first

ordinary session of the OAU.'the Heads of STate.and Government had directed that the .

role of women in development must be taken seriously into account in development ■

planning and in the disbursement of resources. They had further directed.that-the ■

role of women in agriculture, should be recognized, and encouraged. In that regard,-

women were to be perceived as contributors to and beneficiaries of development

efforts as recommended by the Arusha Strategies.for the Advancement of Women'iri :".

Africa. In the five years since the Strategies were adopted in Arusha; he had'the--"

privilege and honour, as Prime Minister of his country, to close the Africa.Regional-

Women's Conference which adopted those historic Strategies w.hich had constituted-"'

Africa's contribution to the Nairobi World Conference held in July 1985. The document -

reflected the social situation of African women, their mieds, their multi-faceted work,

their hopes and fears as well as their aspirations. :.-■■:■•■ -:. :. . ; ..'■■ ' - "• -"* !

16. The fourth Conference was taking place at a critical.juncture in Africa's history.

All that had been achieved economically during the previous..three decades'was,

threatened by the current hostile economic.environment.: Indeed,' Africa had failed to'-1*

implement fully the Arusha Strategies, partly because of th.e economic situation; and ■;

yet by no means did that exonerate African Governments, The:sad reality was that . •

the transformation of Africa from being the most backward and mos.t underdeveloped '

of the world's regions would certainly not.be an easy task. It :would;require the full ■ ;

mobilisation and rational use of all the continent's natural and hurnan,resources. The ■

daunting dimensions of that problem had been revealed during the second

extraordinary summit of the Assembly of Heads of State and .Government, which ■

convened specifically to consider the African debt situation. He had,stated that ■■

Africa's external debt stood at more t.han SUS 230 billion in 1987, and had continued "

to soar as Africa continued to lose revenue owing to the continuous plummeting of

its foreign exchange earnings. The trices of Africa's export commodities-'had:-

continued to fail while prices of its essential imports had been rising rapidly^'a's'ha'd'■'•''■''■

beeniinterest rates on external loans. Currency devaJ nations, lauded as thepa'nacea"'
for African economic ills, hat! not succeeded in arresting Africa's economic declirie:-i:'"
On.the contrary, the social costs of structural adjustment had been1.horrendous- lj

African countries were witnessing a most tragic regression in social services','v'
especially education, health and nutrition. Women and the very young had been trie :'!

greatest victims of the spells of drought and desertification which had brought untold

suffering and death and dramatically increased the number of African refugees and '
displaced persons. . . _ .. '♦..■•:

17- 'In apartheid South Africa, thousands of women ami children had perished in the

ongoing racist-inspired brutality and turmoil which had militated against the ■

implementation of the Arusha Strategies. The overthrow of apartheid was: a

prerequisite not only for the liberation of South ATrica and the stabilization 'of !
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Snierstand and handle Issues pertaining to the role of women In society. ,

women's concerns and Interests were taken Into serious consideration in the drafting
of OAU work programmes, at would bg the think-tank and co-ordlnator on women s

affairs In the continent. Together with ECA. ILO, INSTRAW and UNIF^M, the OAU. was
already engaged inthe Implementation of a project aimed at "Traditional and cultural
factors which prevent women from fully participating in the development process".

Action was being taken to tackle tl^.e problem of traditional practices which adversely.
affected the health of women and children and a colloquium on "women, agriculture.
food self-sufficiency and economic recovery" was being prepared by the OAU. All
these endeavours could not succeed without women's active and whole-hearted

; support. ■■ ■'■ -

20. The world could not continue to be the exclusive domain of men. The women of
'.theworld were, through national legislation, to be given the opportunity to move into

the mainstream of .national development planning. The African woman was still
.sometimes denied basic rights and marginalized in such social and economic planning.

j T.o -reflect on the Implementation of the Arusha Strategies for the Advancement of

Women In Development, It] must ponder over what must bo done to improve the living
■and working.conditions of.Vural women and how to arrest the Increasing trend in urban

-.migration, particularly of women. The Conference had to think of methods of
i improving rural infrastructures arid providing the necessary facilities In the fields of

..health and sanitation, education, shelter and others within the realm of the concept

• of.basic human needs. National planning mechanisms should be reviewed and African
1 -Governments should explore the possibility of chunglng that anomaly.

•2'lv He reminded the Conference that Europe was,rediscovering the virtues of unity

'■mria.tb-operation. We'stern Europe, In particular;"was gearing itself to'create and

'become a single market by 1992. The big powers were entering a new phase of cb-

i The rapid changes inges in Eastern Europe were proving to be
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catalysts to East-West co-operation. Ho indicated thai the developed world'',

responded to Mie intvitauiliiy -:? co-opar.-ition and evoraual unity adding that Africa

was witnessing the withering away of traditional ideological barriers, that the gradual

integration of Europe was to facilitate <;roater flow of resources to non-traditional

investment areas which, because of factors of geography, cultural affinity ^
,1 sophisticated infrastructure find manpower, would be{more attractive for foreign^ s*
r investment, which means thatpurope would look to itself, America and the~East while*"1;"'

there would be less flow of capital to Africa. According to him, this meant that Africa," "

would have to adjust to a more hostile economic and possibly political environment' ;

' and look Inward for its development, unity and solidarity and this would require.J '

harnessing every resource possible while including women who would'no longer'be'^'
., erroneously regarded as a peripheral force iji Africa's dovelopment, ,'an important v

factor as Africa moved into the last decade of the twentieth century and beyond^' v
. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■'■>. i**Vi

22. , He mentioned that at a time when African countries and peoples were confronted"'"
with monumental challenges of economic development and survival, it was both logical""

and imperative that African women should play thoir proper and important role in the :'

development process. As fighiers for Africa's independence, women should now lead*-'

the struggle for economic liberation. ' ■ ■•'■■I

23. He concluded by irnjicp.li.flg i,hat a continent whose women-folk remained in''
bondage could not claim r.o beuJ'rec. lor the emancipation of women is the yardstick

with which to measure the emancipation of a given'society; their full-fledged

, integration in all domains of sqhial life is the yardstick with which we should measure •

our seriousness and realism irqprornoting Africa's developmental aspirations. ■ < '■

24. The Director of the Division for the Advancement of Women, the United Nations '-•.

Office in Vienna, declared that, tc be in Africa was for her an exhilarating experience,- ■ *
given the promise and potential of the African people and yet a humbling" one .'

considering the problems the continent was facing. Statistics did not provide ;

immediate and obvious ground for optimism in many areas and the problems of Africa'*;^

had been recognized by the international community and the United Nations General;!,;
Assembly which, at its thirteenth special session, adopted the United Nationsr.sv

Programme of Action for Afri-.-an Bcr.nomis: P.acovtry and Development, 1986-1990'.Vv
(resolution S-3;)/2). Africans were, she was sure, saturated with bleak scenarios butv:
she felt that it was reasonable to give them a message of hope and confidence: That-,
message was, however, conditional because of ;.]ie issue of providing women with the/-:,
tools to taktr their destiny in Lheir own hands and contribute effectively to Africa's .

■■- development Thro roles and burdens of African -.vomen had been 'extensively
documented, countless resolutions had stated what worn on should do or be given but-*
somehow those ideas wore not: translated imc reality ;ind women's views were not .
taken irttc account.

■25. If all that was to change,'*cfir& should b* taken to 'remove the obstacles to the
advancement of women as identified In The KaLrobi Forward-looking Strategies in"
relation to the three themes of"'the Oocad-- Equality. Development and Peace These ■
obstacles were present in ail countries: oven rhe developed countries still had much
to do in these areas. The Arnsha Strategies had been structured differently from the
Nairobi ;ones in being probiem-area-specific rather th&n abstract-theme-oriehted :
and in focusing on issues like dssertifioaUon and its impact on the situation of women,--
they dealt with issues that alTfcaed women directly. ...

26. She proposed a. different w.vy of looking at issues. The issues of food''-
environment and refugees were areas which primarily concerned women in Africa'The'-
nrst concerned womc-r. as agents in control. In environmental protection; women were"''
the most active, if not the only agents sinc« they collected firewood and planted

\ ■
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In the area of refugees, women and children constituted the great majority and were f

thus the most concerned group about peace in the region, not as agents, but.as. ';

victims. Then, in the Arusha Strategies, there were V.wo areas in which women.were ...

either not included or participated on unequal terms with men. These were the /."

industrialization of the continent and the development of human resources.

27.'/'Finally, there was the area of peace and apartheid in which, besidesrthe^.
decision-making and refugee dimensions, women were equally involved ..with men..'. .,"-,'

28. Owing.to their handicaps in human resource development, women were trapped-V-
in low;4scale agriculture without the real tools to enable them to produce efficiently. *
Also-some of the solutions conventionally put forward were not always the best ones:.. -.\

Insufficient food production often received narrow, short-term and economic-oriented .*'
treatment by way of imports and emphasis on cash crops rather than a.longer-term ]\.,
approach to increasing the productivity of small producers. Training a few;.m6re"%-,

agricultural extension workers was quite in order, but it needed to be accompanied by..-,:.

a comprehensive package if it was to be fully effective. Unless women-were fully '
, involved in human resource development programmes both they and their countries,

stood to lose. Only through their development will they play significant roles in >

industry as managers as well as workers. Women should be involved in industrial ...
policy formulation in order to prepare for their participation on more productive ,
terms.

- ■> „

29. Until women acquired technical education on a massive scale, their status would ,.
continue xo be lower and they would fail to contribute effectively to the solution.of '
African's problems. Education must be emphasized because it related to the level.of *
infant mortality and mortality generally, to the level of fertility and to spacing of .,,
children which ensured better health for mothers and children. Better education of ',.
women would certainly enable public health authorities'to be more effective and funds;;.-,\y
and efforts could be reallocated to achieve a significant reduction in human suffering.'

30. She concluded that according to United Nations estimates, there would be near.ly;.
650 million inhabitants in Africa in 1990. In the year 2000, the total population of - '<
the continent would exceed S7iO million. UNESCO's most recent estimates showed that,- " '

>. in 1984, only half a million women were in third-level education. That meant,that '
though African women fed the continent through back-breaking labour, less than 2« ■
per cent of them were studying agricultural sciences. The situation was just as bad
in natural sciences including engineering where 3.3 percent of students were women ■

^Unless,such discrepancies changed radically, most women would not be in position to"
-contribute credibly and effectively to their advancement and that of the continent... ,

?w' * °n ^vehalf of ECA> the Executive Se-rotary welcomed the opportunity of holding
the fourth\Reg.ional Conference on the Integration of Women in Development in Africa,
in Abuja. lie expressed his sincerest gratitude to K.E. Gent-rai Ibrahim Babangida, ,
-President a\nd Commander-in-chief of the Armed Forces of the Federal Republic of ' -

\ Nigeria, to his Government and to the people of Nigeria. He indicated also that, from .
the inceptio-n of the idea of holding this conference in Nigeria, and through every

i stage of the p-.reparations, Mrs. Babangida had provided counsel and direction and also ■.
,; showed great interest in the substantive issues to be discussed. For that, EC\ .was ".'
. most grateful. . '. "l '-/v

32. \ He declared that Abuja had played host to several important conferences and-'^,
,. meetings in the last two to three years. EGA was very proud to be the first tpdiscover-'. ,./

. Abuja'as a venue tor international conferences by holding the first.' international.'.','r
conference here in June .1987.r That Conference, the International Conference^on"--^ j
Africa: The Challenge of Economic Recovery and Accelerated Development, had been'1
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one of the best reported conferences ever held; its proceedings having been reported-!

throughout the world on a daily basis,. .The Abuja.'.Statement, issued ,by^the.;;-
Conference, had1 become one of the most seminal .documents dealing with .the socip\r;. ,
economic crisis lit Afrrca and the ways and means foY: achieving.recovery' and ,lpngV....

term development. ' . '.. "'.'. ;-;":T;d-;^r

33. Twelve years earlier. ECA had convened the first-continental Conference on^t

Integration of Women in Development' in "Africa injNouakchott, Mauritania.",^In, ^.

convening that Conference 'inr; the wake of the Mexico International Conference"ori

Women of 1975, it had been his earnest desire to accelerate the. integration and(the f,,-,

advancement of women in the socio-economic development and transformation.,©^ ^;

Africa. Subsequent regional conferences such as the second and third held in Lusaka, -.,

Zambia: and Arusha, Tanzania in 1070 and 1984. respectively had noted significant*?;^

progress. There was 'no doubt that the fourth Conference w.ould be of historic.^

significance; being as it was an immediate fdllowup to the Nairobi ■International ..

Conference on Women in Development held in 1985 and which had come out with the '

Strategies for the Advancement of Vv'ornen. The Conference in Abuja was taking.place. ■ .

on the eve of the final decade before the beginning of a new millennium. . ... .,,.... .. ;

hoped that early in the twenty-first, century women would.have been totally-..-,

plelely integrated in the socio-politk-ai economiV'li'fe^c^^frTcarT'sb'clety'.T**^'"
34. He

and completely

Until that goal was achieved the efforts t.o bring about; a fundamental transformation

of Africa's economies., societies j(nd policies would continue to be frustrated. Africans

could not hope to achieve an economic breakthrough and maximize their production i H

possibilities when half of their population was. on account of its gendef'.'/riof enabled-. JA-|
by the society to contribute optimally in accordance'with their abilities; nor£o,ul'd,. c
Africa fully unleash its gender. He hoped therefore that in Abuja, Africa(would .^'
succeed during the next few days in laying the foundation for a.revolutionary jump'^. ,;i|

during the next decade in the srivancemerit of women in all aspects', of human.,',
endeavour in Africa. . ' ''-,\'. • '. _■

35. The need Tor -:akiu," speciii ^ffotL:- Tor th-i aiivancenient of women and for their ,

integration in the development process was a roJaUveiy new phenomenon in Africa's ...

history. The legacy of colonialism haci retarded Vho progress of the female population '

in the race for modernization. Traditionally, 'aiui in r-re~colonial Africa, womenhad

stood shculder-to-shouldfer with the rnenfoJk in sU'spheres of human endeavour. '\
Unfortunately, historians had failed to bring out clearly the specific 'role/,'
contributions, and general actlviiies of woman in pro-colonial Africa. And yet it ' ":

could not be denied that African women had played u great role in history as actors ..

in economic, social, politic:-:! and ideologica.1 processes. Women had exercised real ',, .
power in government, had been great queens or otherwise great women. African women .' .

In pre-coionial Africa played a role in public life which v/as unknown andu.ndreamt^.^

of by their Western tfounierparts. Throughout hi^co;.-y: women had always enjoyed* "-.
economic and political rights and had never been regarded as chattels as their

counterparts in the West. And during the struggle for political independence, African ,.[[,

women had made vital contributions to independence movements in many African .' '
countries. : .<.'..; <■■ . •:•■

36. In the ancient history of Egypt, for instance, four princesses r
The most famous of them had been Hatshepsut of the- eighteeMU «,«™Vj-.r=««»¥^-,.
without directly exercising power, Tyi, another queen had taken an active'-'part in"
the affairs of tht: State. Ho went on to recall the government of Queen Ranayalona III
of Madagascar (1883-1897) who had had to contend with foreign, threats\wh'ile /'
simultaneously trying to. smooth over the latest tensions that, "had been Vife..'!'
throughout the entire island. In Nigeria, there had been the.legendary Queen Amink:' ';[
of Zazzaou and in Sierra Leone, the paramount Chief Mama Yoko of the Kpa Me'nde tribe 'r<: '
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■ ■ ■ r"''V.;i■..**}(<'. .

who, during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, had played great roles'?as-'

leaders. ' ■

37. On a personal note, he added that over two centuries earlier a woman had satTdn ■

the throne of the Awujale otjljebu Kingdom. That was no mean achievement knowing ;'

how difficult it had been an<jl probably still was to rule the Ijebus. He recalled also of \

the Asante Queen Mothers of Ghana who had been most effective where they were free

from ritual constraints and" when there was no effective male leadership. Asante

■.Queen mothers derived their power and support not from "female power" but fromall ■

: sections of Asante society, on the other hand, Chieftess Mwami Ntale Tereza of'one1':

. of the ethnic groups in Kigoma in the United Republic of Tanzania had exercised power'1'

over her ethnic groups.and served as a member of the Legislative Council.during' ■

British rule. The roles p.ioyed by Madam Aliinov.: Pelewura in the Lagos -Market'

Women's Association. Lady Oyinkan Abayomi in tho Nigerian Women's Party, and-Mrs'. -

^.Funmilayo Anikulapo Kuti in the Abeokuta Women's Union also deserved recognition*. -

Incidentally, Mrs. Kuti had been one of the participants at the first1 Regional
Conference in 1977. ' ; f-.i.. ■*■.'•■'

38. Again, in Egypt, the first collective political action led by Hoda Shara'wi'had--

seen the launching of the Feminist Union in 1922 with a view to improving the1 status'-'

.of women, raising their intellectual standards and promoting social and political- "

.equality in society. When i:a 1924 a new constitution had been promulgated in'Egypt,-"1' ■

Hoda Sharawi had had the Feminist Union present its o,wn draft legal reforms relating'

particularly to discrimination against women. M:im<vVi herself at r.he age of 13/Hdda1

Sharawi had been ke^n to valise the lep.al marriap.e ags of 1 6 for girls and 18 for men.' '

Within £i year, the Feminist Union's proposals on those and other subjects had become "

law. Through the feminism inovement, Hoda Sh;uw.vi had also brought to an end the

wearing of veils by Egyptian women. Throur.iioiM. the colonial period, women'-had '

struggled overtly and ccHectivei;, against cheir exploitation as in the case of the'Aba

Women's Riot against the imposition of colonial taxation. In Kenya., during the Mau

Mau War, one of the leading womon. N'ynnjiro.. had led the struggle for the release of '
Harry Thuku, the pioneer of ;he nationalist movement in Kenya. She had later been •
captured and killed. ■.-. ■:-.■*"•-

30. Fierce struggles against colonial rule by women in Zambia, Zimbabwe,' '
Mozambique and An^oia also deserved mention, in Zimbabwe, women had been 'very ■
.effective in smuggling ammunition, into the country. By the end of the'war, ■

.Zimbabwean women cor:st1t.i:t£d ovftr 25 porcciit of thf: cadres of the Zimbabwe African
:Natior.ai Ljnion Liberation Army {ZANLAj and one in 15 of the commanders'was a-- •
woman. Similarly, in the liberation movements in Portuguese-controlled areas1 of "*'
.Africa, women had also made important contributions and the. newly independent'- "
regimes ir. Mozambique and Guinea- Bissau had h<;<;;; .".iU-d by many observers a'sWdel^ :":
to be emulated in their treatment of women. The heroic deeds of Mbuya Niyanda of

- Zimbabwe and Mama Chikamoheka of Zambia had made them legendary figures in th'eir :''
respective, countries. These and ether women had not only accomplished great1featsV :'

..but had also played their various rules at significant points in Africa's history.'.;He •* ;
sincerely hoped that Africa's women would draw inspiration from the deeds of these'

-women. Accordingly. Aiiic^n girls must be tsu^ht at school the contributions:of "'

^ women in Africa's political and economic history, if AMcan historians responde'd{-to'';
that challenge, thoy would find EGA a most, willing collaborator. : >;r\--iw ■■ -■

.,= 40. The position of African woman had altered dramatically for the worse during the ; '
■ colonial era through the risU*noration in their ec.ononk: position resulting from-the "
development strategies imposed. One of1 the fundamental and visible changes had
boen women's loss of acces? ;.o lanO a-; a result of f.-r.Joniai land and labour policies, the
missive male migration thai. v;us .i-nforcftd by i?.h?.xiV policies, the introduction of cash
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crops and the less subtle forced consumptiun of certain types of commodities. Those

had also brought about major changes in social structure. ■ '■' ''■''

41. The situation of women today was thus inextricably bound to Africa's colonial

legacy. Since independence, efforts had been mcri* to improve on the situation of'■
women. The declaration of ^he International Women's Year (1975) and of the United1'
Nations Decade for Women (1976-1985) had generated*1* wealth of studies and actions' '

which had led to increased;!awareness of women issues. This had been advanced-'

further by the adoption of the Arusha (1984) and Nairobi (19S5) Strategies for'the ■■

Advancement of Women. Studies on the implementation of those Strategies showed :)

that.social and economic changes in favour of women had emerged in several ■

development areas. Considerable progress had been made in increasing female'access ':

to educational opportunities. Changes had also occurred in female participation hvthe;i

labour force and an increase in tho number of women in public policy-making had;a;ls'o ';'

occurred in some countries. National Governments, International "and -non1-' /

governmental organizations were increasingly emphasizing the need to involve womieir* >

in the design and impJemerttation oi'development programmes so as to make them more" ''
active and effective participants in economic, social, political and cultural activities'.1';'

42. As regards the flow of resources to women, considerable efforts were also being '*

made by governments and donor agencies to provide resources to support women's "

programmes. Relative to the multiple roles and diverse needs of women, however,'such ~

assistance fell well below what was required and the resources earmarked from women '

did not always reach their target groups. One way ofinsuring that such assistance L

was efficiently utilized wopld be for the absorptive capacities of machineries'1.'

established for the purpose [to be enhanced and for skills for the management and ;l"

monitoring of such assistance to be further developed. EGA had been orienting much

of its work in that direction. Within the United Nations system, ECA had been the" first

to establish, in 1975, an institutional frfiinownrk for the specific purpose of improving
the situation of women. ■ . ■ •

43. The African Training and Research Centre for Women (ATRCW) in the"ECA! '

secretariat was not just a focal point but t.'.ie regional women-in-deveJopment'''-' '
structure in the United Nations system in Af; ica. .\'x\\:X' had played and continued5-'"1
to play a significant role (a) in providing ideas and strategies on women Tin. .
development; (b) in providing advisory services to member States; (c)'in bringing1 :'
together institutions and agencies concerned with the advancement of African women;' '
and (d) in disseminating information about what was needed to advance the cause of '
women.within the framework of the Arusha and Nairobi Strategies. The work""
programme of the Centre had, for the past four years, Jaid emphasis on improvement'
or women's managerial skills'; access to credit for women; access to education and?"

*ain e ln science and technology and the flow of information. Substantive divisions' '
or ECA had also incorporated women's dimensions in their work programmes. n " "

44 Outside ECA, ATRCW was increasingly collaborating with existing institutions " :
of earning in the region, wi.r.h a view to securing their support in research and' '
???, programmeii- as well as co-ordinating their activities with those of other "

Nf*lons/^ncies operating in Africa. The lead provided by ECA had helpedto '

^ est*bllshm,ent of ma«y national, subregional and regional organizations' " '
cPr T °/AfTican women- At *« «8ional level, the Africa Regional 63->>
Committee for the Integration of Women in Development (ARCC), which had"'

" '"I-1979;SefVed aS a subaidIary °^an of EC.v Until December 1987,
r !?7 ° lhG lNonh Afrlcan MULP0C Subroeional Committees for the '

dS t t°r.in Development promoted and co-ordinted women-in-"'
development activities in the respective countries of the subregions, worklng'from':" ■
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bases in the MULPOCs in West Africa, Central Africa, Eastern and Southern Africa,

North Africa and the Great Lakes Community Countries.

4G. He listed four areas of high priority which must be the focus of special attention

.in the 1990s. The first.,was the development of an adequate scientific;-and

technological base and its effective application to ail,areas of development in African

countries. The participation of women in scientific professions in Africa was critical

to the future technological development, of the continent. It was critical because

genius, talent and creativity were sex-blind and not a monopoly of the male species.

Yet the majority of girls and women lacked education in science and technologyP^A

■ second priority area was the informal sector, which played a growing role in economic

■ activity, particularly in production, distribution, finance and employment-creation.

The1 informal sector accounted for about 20 per cent of total output in Africa and:over

20 per cent of the total labour force. While reliable statistics on the sector were riot

available, various sources estimated that in West Africa women constituted from 60

to 80 per cent of the total labour force. Similarly, women in Zambia accounted'fbr 65

per cent of ownership and 55 per cent of employment in the informal small-scale
enterprise sector. ■ •

46. Recognition of the predominant role of women in the informal sector assumed

greater significance at the current time of economic crisis. In urban areas, faced with

the combined pressures of rising prices, falling wages and high male unemployment,

more women were being compelled to enter the informal sector. Thus, if the productive

capacity of that sector and -working conditions were improved, the living standards

of men would automatically ;be improved: the large number of urban workers and the
poor who consumed the goods and services generated by the sector would also1 benefit
therefrom.

47. The third area of priority was employment. Women employment still remained
inadequately quantified and available indicators still failed to deal-with a-whole
range ofjobs performed by women. However, recent data from the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) and other sources showed that there had been an increased the
number of working women during the past few year's. Despite that, women still
constituted a higher percentage of the unemployed in addition to specific constraints
experienced by women as workers. The fourth key area which needed serious
attention was the question of population and health. As reflected in the Kilimanjaro
Programme of Action (1984; or. population, African countries were fully aware of the
relationship between high population growth rates and the achievement of economic'
growth and social development goals. However, fertility levels in African countries
had not changed much and were reported to be above six children per woman in many
countries. That meant that if high population growth rates were not to continue to
reduce possibilities for the gains from economic growth to be sustained, then family
planning policies and programmes should be more effective.

4k' .Pi? C!Atral question before the Conference was what the situation of women
should be by the year 2000. In his view, there were two basic elements to" be
considered: (a) the condition; and (b) the position of women. By condition, he meant

■ that material state in which women should find themselves, while by position-he
twwB\to^en'ssoc'ial^^ec^^^^ridirig relative to man. There was no'doubt
that if strategies m the four key priority areas were vigorously pursued, Africa wb'uld-
succeed in improving very significantly and substantially both the condition arid'M;
position of women. In addition to that, there was an ur;gent need to take appropriate^
measures to ensure that a rapidly growing number of. women were involved in-'the'^
significant centres of decision and policy-making at the highest levels
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49. He hoped that the Conference would succeed in laying down ■specific, targets,

clear and precise guidelines for member States, international organizations,' non

governmental organizations and other bodies. Participants now clearly understood

that even in the best of times, there was no automatic Unit between 'economic^growth
■ and improvements in women's conditions. Therefore, specially targeted'acti'oriVarid
reforms in policy and legislation were necessary to*induce changes in. th'esociai^arid
economic conditions of women as a matter of social justice'1 and also~as an economic.

. Imperative. .' ' ',",

50. From 12 to 16 February 1.990. EGA, in collaboration with the United Nations
Inter-agency Task Force and non-governmental organizations and grass-roots

organizations, would hold in Arusha, United Republic of Tanzania, an International

Conference on Popular Participar.-on in Recovery and Development Process in'Africa.

The theme was "Putting the People First". Women must strive assiduously to be iri the

forefront of the demand and struggle for the democratization of the development

process which lay their hope of achieving the objectives and targets. And men must

replace words with deeds in the task of achieving a socio-economic turnaround,'in

Africa and of saving member countries from a. systematic breakdown. The'vast

majority of Africans, especially women and youth,.had been locked in poverty and

vulnerability for far too long, and their dignity as human beings corroded. Since any

programmes or policies which failed 10 assert the primary of the human beirig'was

doomed to failure, it was imperative that paramount consideration be givenjrijthe
socio-economic development process to every -group or individual who. 'was

disadyantaged. Foremost among these disadvantage^ groups were women.. If/atJ'jhe
end of the Conference participants had accepted that as a sacrosanct principle;'theri
.it will have achieved its main objective. ' ■' ■ ■ --.i-vv..- >>

61. In her address, Mrs. Suzanne Mubarak, First Lady of Egypt, declared great pride
;and joy in being present at the Conference and having the opportunity to'srtare with
participants the thoughts and aspirations of Egyptian women.' • - .--' *1»-liJWl'-'-'--"

5?.. She believed the United Nations African Regional Preparatory ,»^^t& jlclu Xli
1984 in Arusha had helped to Jay the groundwork for the Nairobi Forward-jqbkirig
Strategies for the Advancement of women adopted by the Women's Coriference'hel'd in
1985. It had required vision to propose a plan of action, not only for Africa but for
global adoption. However, the fact of having adopted the Nairobi Strategies'did riot
prevent women from ascertaining the extent to which African Governments-arid NGOs
had implemented those Strategies. She reminded participants that development as
was currently understood included the political, economic, social, cultural and other'
dimensions of human life not to mention the physical, moral and intellectual growth*
of the human person. Social development had been singled out in all countries as the
first stage in the advancement of women. Howevsr, the stage of "equality" envisaged
in the Arusha and Nairobi Strategies had yet to be reached, because equality did not

?nd nn™V •♦* n™ of discr»'!-i:iiatior., but also equality of rights, responsibilities
and opportunities. The participation of women in development was to be in terms of

AfricL?o?nrSria.nd ben??ciarles .*<*«**g to the global findings. ' In a numrieTbf.
Afr can countriesequality wassu^

aeciarations but their implementation had to contend with some traditional rigid

of,SI of T? WSm!", iegislated fcr ecl«ality of right* in marriage";"guardianship
?ho nio i f I Y childrer|: Property ownership, etc., th« more thev recognized"
tne need for enforcementari.d monitoring mechanisms to bring abo-at equalityT and the '"
more they realized that they should play a more dynamic role in decliion-makiiie iri '
relation to the various asp-cts: of life. "•'?■:!• >

53 Because economic iS!iues were the most significant aspect of development
effecting the advancement, of .vornen, she visiuilizod as paramount such issues as
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women's employment, their technical and vocational preparation, their.'economic';-:-

productlvity, their income-generating activities, their integration in agrarianieform'-1

and in agriculture, as well as their right to obtain credit and loans. Africa-had scored ^ -

a significant achievement in shifting from the perception of women in terms of their '

"welfare" needs to that of their "economic roles and contribution". v^jj " '

54. Considering the role ofj women in development within the context of the wider ■

economic, social and political'problems confronting Africa, there was no doubtthat'the "
major problems had had a direct impact on all members of society, and even more so on '

the more vulnerable groups, namely women and children. Africa, was suffering-from
a strangling debt which amounted to S230 billion and was increasing due to the heavy ■■
burden of debt-service obligations and rescheduling terms. Other economic problems'
confronting Africa included low production growth, decreasing food production, '
population growth and a weak industrial sector. Naturally, those series of crises had ;

brought about a severe deadline in Africa's per capita output. -■■■■ <:■■'■•:.

55. Peace was fundamental to development. Peace created security and decreased'
defence costs. It brought about better health, better education, more equality' •-
between men and women as well as peace of mind. Given their concern with peace,"
women were seriously preoccupied by ongoing intra-African conflicts which'had'^.

brought about an intolerable situation of refugees who had become Stateless, homeless" -:
and foot-loose. She acknowledged the efforts made by the OAU leadership and'African-' ' '•
Heads of State who were endeavouring to settle conflicts peacefully, whether'the"
origin was territorial, political or economic. Womeh, as the peace-makers'■<and.■'-
Statesmen, continue to support the efforts of the OA-JJ which was endeavourihgHp r;'-
solve'the massive problems related to the development of Africa, particularly ;iri!'Hr
reference to the economic issues of debt, trade, food security, industrial-expansion;*1'1
... etc.--To solve the serious problems of the day, the Conference, should' focuV '■
attention on the future. There was an urgent need for vision, creativity-and almost!'1 '
revolutionary ideas in building the confidence to face the future. She appealed to'all "
whether rich or poor, strong or weak, to work in harmony and solidarity.. - • :"td'f'; '■•'

56. In her address, Mrs. Matyam Babangida, First Lady of Nigeria, declared that1'
m!??pia> was very highly honoured to have been chosen to host the fourth• United1 "'
Nations-EGA Conference on the Integration of Women in Development and1! on tne; ■■"'

S?T^ITA0! ^!^^a_Strat^es *°* the Advancement of Women^n"Attica:".'

women constituted a force;to reckon with in Africa's

in the areas of food and agriculture, distrib'utibh" '
active participation in all key areas of economic

'; ■■■■■'.<. 'i?'.\~:'■'.■< '.,•''!

^ men and women should strivtfV^^.
t 1 the '■'""fnentls progress and that women should continued-
their role as educators vis-a-vis the men. ' .>i-.

effective participation in the development of their respective Sries
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inmost African countries, women constituted a greater percentage of the population;-.''
and that they were the primary socialization agents; in the society. ^Consequently! -
they had been massively involved in the transmission of the societal values, culture, '
norms and beliefs from one generation to another.; He also cited their immense

industriousness and enterprise referring to them as the 1!hewers of wood andfetchers-
of water11, the farm hands and astute traders and who simultaneously take care of
their homes, children, husbands and relations, etc. He observed that national.,

development would, therefore, be meaningless and incomplete without the-full".*,
involvement of women, a fact that justified the goals of the United Nations Decade-fpr'-r
women, i.e., equality, development and peace, aimed at stemming the age-long under- ;■;

utilization of the potentials'of women. The development of a nation should be carried- ■
out in partnership with the women and no one gender should be seen as either, the :'.
senior or junior partner in the relationship. He pointed out that over the last decade; •

women had come to realize their capabilities and had started to map out strategiesin".' «
their quest for self-reliance and self-actualization. The President cited the aims and-'.',
goals of one of the Nigerian women voluntary organizations as intriguing; these goals
though short in their rendition, but clearly fulfilling for women, were as follow&iKa) »
working for high standard of service in business and the professionsj'(b) stimulating^
and encouraging women in the accomplishment and acceptance of their responsibilities'.-.(:
to the local, national and international community; and (c) encouraging women and mv
girls.to acquire education, occupational training and higher.educatipn and to use their ,-<<
occupational capacities and intelligence to the advantage of others" as,"well-as','■<•
themselves. <• , ' ". ' ,, .; ....!.'■',:

61. He added that the laudable aims and objective;;! of most women organizations --•
notwithstanding, they had many constraints inhibiting optimal .utilization pfYtheir-in
capacities, such- as absence of adequate credit schemes for. women;- cultural A*^
impediments; role.burdens; unequal opportunity for education; professional training, .'
and technology; inadequate, data base on women; and the exclusion of economic--
projects and programmes of women from national planning and budget prioritie.s,;jLi/cv.o

. ' i-Jit.''' iiV'

was with the same constraints in mind that the

—-*- socio-economic indicators; dissemination of information;. =■ »
■J financial institutions to meet the.needs of women; proper' - .

rV ' and optimal 'use of resources

'EBFi
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on arriving at a Declaration which he would call the Abuja Scale as it would be ■

directed at weighing the extent to which the Strategies had been implemented.

65. On the extent of implementation of the Arusha Strategies in Nigeria, he remarked .

that the Nigeria position paper and the specialized paper had details on this and

mentioned a few of the glarit strides his country had taken in the advancement of '

women: increasing the number of Nigerian women in highly placed positions in both" the

pubic and private sectors; upgrading the women section in the Federal Ministry of

Social Development, Youth arid Sports into a Division; signing and ratification of the

United Nations Convention on the Eiimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against"

Women; establishment of a Women Commission; and the Better Life Programme1 for

Women.

66... Finally, he said that on the African scene, he made bold to assert tK'at Africa h'ad'

made positive and reasonable impact adding that although the Arusha Strategies were

formulated at a time when the African continent was experiencing some financialjarid'

socio-political problems modest progress had been made. The Sahelian regions'.had1

been successfully fighting against desert encroachments; afforestation measures had

been intensified all over Africa; African economies had begun to show new signs.of

growth and apartheid is receiving a big jolt. He used the words of a popular artist "We

must kill apartheid" and concluded by saying that with Namibia's independence on the

threshold of materialization, Africans were sure that the obnoxious policy''of'

apartheid would soon be dismantled. The President then declared the Conference'

open. ' li-J.s:*:-

67. The Honourable Minister of Social Affairs of Senegal, on behalf of all delegations' :
present, conveyed to the Government and people of Nigeria the appreciation of the '

participants. The appreciation of participants was also extended to Madam Maryam-

Babangida, First Lady of Nigeria, who had accepted, in .spite of her many and important'

functions, to personally preside over the Conference: The Minister also expressed-

appreciation to Madam Suzanne Moubarak and Madam Jawara for gracing the meeting

with their presence. Her deepest appreciation wem to His Excellency General Ibrahim

Babangida, who, in spite of his heavy responsibilities, had attended the opening of the

Conference and to Mr. Salim Ahmed Salim, Secretary-General of the OAU, whbrh"ad '

obviously not resisted the desire to demonstrate his solidarity with the wornerfof's

Africa. Special appreciation went also to ECA. through Professor Adebayo Adedejlflts1--"*-
Executive Secretary, whose commitment to the cause of African women was knownjt6"

all. To Mrs. Mary Tadesse and her entire team, she extended her gratitude. Among trie1;(

dignitaries present, she singled out. the United Nations Under-Secretary-GeneralTor
Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs, the Honourable Tonnire Graham-
Douglas, Minister of Youth, Sports and Social Development and, last but not least, !
Genera] GadoNasko, the Honourable Minister of the Federal Capital Territory of Abuja.

68. After the opening ceremony, the President and First Lady of Nigeria and First1
Ladies of Egypt and the Gambia, visited an exceptionally interesting exhibition on the
diverse activities undertaken in Nigeria and other African countries on the
integration of women in development.

Implementation of the Arusha Strategies for the Advancement of Women in Africa
Beyond the end of the Uni ted Nations Decade for WomenfCountry perspectives (agenda
item .4)

69. Urtder this agenda item, participants presented their respective country papers-
t>highlighting what had been1 done in line with the Arusha Strategies, obstacles;'

' constraints experienced and future perspectives. A brief summary of each country"J
presentation is given in the following pages. ■ ■ .>■■•
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70. His Excellency the Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the People's

Democratic Republic, of Algeria to Nigeria, expressed regret on behalfr-of his*

Government and his country's delegation for their inability to join their fellow-sisters'
at the Conference due to communication problems within our continent. Nevertheless,'

it was appropriate for the Ambassador to mention steps taken by his Government'in'

providing and ensuring equality for the citizenry, the fact that he spoke on-behalf
of.Algerian women was a testimony of his Government's unswerving support to*effb'rts:

providing for the well-being of the Algerian women and their full integration'4ri:

political, social and economic development endeavours of the nation/ ■;•■ ; -.-> ;nftftt\ ?'

71. Since the adoption of the first, constitution, the country has underscored

equality as a right and obligation of all the citizens without distinction. lh°Atfgeriari

society or institutions, it was hardly possible to miss a women ina'.positibri^of

command. Even with such an enviable situation, there was yet a lot to do for'Algeria''

to totally eliminate all forms of inhibitions remaining in the society.. . '■*'*% ■ oi'.-'-s

72. The representative cf Botswana reported that the social structure'and Render1

activities in her country had altered considerably. She observed that, in a-wayrthe.-J

change had added more responsibilities to women's roles. Women continued to perform ;

multiple roles as mothers, producers and comrnunity'managers and at the samettime

were obliged to take on many of the responsibilities nnd duties of men. She predicted1;

healthy improvements on the performances of women especially in the area-of ■

agriculture because the Government had provided women with several financial

assistance programmes. She stated that activities for women provided by the women's '

affairs unit had yielded a'holistic training programme in innovative horticultural -

techniques for income generation. Other areas that^she indicated the Government's -

interventions were hi promoting preventive, curative and rehabilitative'activities''

and in the co-ordination and stimulation of policies and programmes that were'gea'red: ■

towards facilitating the full integration of women in development.'-'" '-: .i-rutoii-c *,■■"•

73. In presenting her country's report, the representative of the Gambia^gave'-'a-'7'

succinct account of actions taken with regard to the implementation-objective's'lfd-"'

promote the human element within the productive base of the economy, vlt'-wa's1'-

acknowledged that the Government was now fully aware that the improvement of-the-''
women condition was imperative for achieving the country's development objectives. ■

The report highlighted component elements of women's participation in education1,
health, industry and policy-making and made special mention of the workshop ■

organized by the Women's Bureau that recommended measures for inclusion ;in the
national development programme. The measures covered agriculture, education; :
health and nutrition ami information dissemination. The Government had ;sincb :
established a machinery fvr the oo-ordinEtion of pricus government and non
governmental institutions with Lhe object of supporting and monitoring women and"'

youth projects, also to ensure that resources actually reached the target wbmerits: J
projects. The impact could also be measured in terms of the policies that hadbeen •
elaborated, aimed at providing medical services vo the rural population and, in turn'1'-1
addressing maternal and child care problems. Another important element was the
success scored in facilitating women to have access to credit facilities The'report1"'
concluded by stating that with sustained efforts, the status of women in the/Gambia--^
as equal partners in the development process was highly recognized. . :-h.' '' ''

74. .The representative of Cameroon reported that since the Arusha andWairobi ^
Conferences which provided a framework for the adoption of national strategies^11
towards effective participation of women in the development process.'specific'efforts1'8 '
J^Tk iVddressin6 sectoral issues as recommended.. Programmes'and-1'-'

had been elaborated with regard to the following major sectors: education and
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training, health and populat.ior.: as well as socio-economic development. In the area

of education, there .'.ore programmes geared towards increasing awareness of.the need

for education using both forma! and informal systems with a concentratioiuon

vocational and scientific training. In this regard, tljere was marked increase.in the

enrolment of girls at both!;lower and higher educational institutions. ■ With-in the

national-health and population programmes, the present emphasis.has been..put.on

improving the health of thejjmother and the child as well as controlling the population
growth. ',.-.: ..liwjh-

75. [n the areas of the economy, the report provided a balance sheet of achievements

as .well as the areas requiring improvement in the integration of women in economic

endeavours. The report highlighted the active participation of women .in industry and

commerce, particularly in the informal sector where women dominated. However,

progress was restrained by policies regarding mass-oriented educational systems

which gave rise to a high dropout rate of girls at; the secondary level. The problem

of communication between urban and rural centres restricted government efforts to

provide facilities to the rura) population, particularly to focal areas such as primary

health care, immunization, family planning, child care and the control of communicable
diseases.

76. Asa national strategy, the Government had incorporated the women's dimension

into development programmes. Concerning the future, programmes were directed

towards increased wornen'si.partjcipation in economic development. That called;for

further mobilization and direction of resources into women's productive endeavours.

77. The representative of Ethiopia presented a detailed analysis of the efforts made,

at governmental level in Implementing the recommendations of the Arusha Strategies.

78. With regard to equality, the report gave account of the steps taken to provide

a legal base for equality of all. That, legal base gave the Revolutionary Ethiopia

Women's Association (REWAJ:n sr.r-vngerhind in foi-owingup the implementation of laws
and programmes directed towards women's equality in society. . .;>. ,,

79. Concerning development, there was a substantial increase in women's

participation in sectors Sike amployroonr,, health and education.. The report provided

full statistics on achievements in the area of development. In several ways, Ethiopian
women had demonstrated their concern for peace and participated.actively in the
defence of national unity. On the international scene, Ethiopian women contributed
immensely towards liberation movements.

SO. The report, expressed areas of concern such as intermittent drought, famine and
the refugee problem in the tforn of Africa whore- U;e Majority of victims were women
and children. Thost calamities created o situation'necessitating the diversion of
scarce resources intended fhr development towards addressing those emergencies.

Although much had been achieved in );nfi irnplomeiuaUon of the Arusha Strategies in
Ethiopia, there was still a need for the reinforcement of efforts to attain practical

equality, development and peace at. international, regional and national levels.

81. "In presenting her national report, the representative of Lesotho gave a detailed
account of the efforts made by her country in the implementation of.the Arusha
Strategies for the advancement of women. Programmes and activities hadrbeen1-
undertaken on the primary areas of the Arusha Strategies namely, equality, peace and
development. In the area of equality, legal reforms had been enacted to eliminate
discrimination in job opportunities and land entitlement; specific projects "geared ■■
towards women had been undertaken in areas of health, education and socio-economic
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resources for women's economic activities. The representative provided statistical

information which established that more women thanmenhad access to'education'and

employment opportunities. However, it was observed that at decision-making levels,

the same did not apply. , ''■'•;''' !'';

82. -The representative of Malawi, in her presentation, provided a situational

analysis of the efforts made in the unpleroentatiomof the Arusha Strategies'.'-The

■integration of women's concerns into development had been done through";'the

initiation and implementation of projects aimed at including women's issues relating

to education, agriculture, health and social services. A wide range of statistics were

given showing various levels of achievement in the advancement of women''in the
educational sector. Regarding agriculture, some meaningful support was provided'to
women for<enhancing their participation in agricultural production. Such support

ranged from the prevision of agricultural services to resource mobilization and access

to credit. Specific programmes directed at improving the health of women and children,

had been undertaken. She elaborated on nationwide past, and current women's

programmes, the main thrust of which was r.o ravso the socio-economic status ofVural

and urban women. ■ '' t ' ■

83. In her report, the representative of Liberia stated that women in her country had

experienced a significant'improvement, in »he education, health and employment

sectors since the adoption olf the Arusha Strategies, the Government of Liberia; NGOs

and international organizations had given women great support to improve their

situation through enacting policies and appropriate legislation and removed ail'fdrms

of barriers.and discrimination against women. She ad'ded that a Women's Developtnen't

Association of Liberia had been established in 1988 to promote the socio-economic

and legal status of all categories oi' women in Che country and to enhance the

appropriate linkage between women's organizations and other sources. On future

progress, sho observed thai, i.ib^ruin woms:; at. aK lnvels faced the challenge of

working together. If that barrier could be overcome, their task would be made-easier.

84. The representative of Sierra Leone stated that her Government had take'n

cognizance of the .important roles v/omen could play in national economic development.

She intimated that various ;nr1:U\:;;i';ns nnd C'.ovs.:T!ir..int organs had taken an interest

in building up positive measure.* thai*, would help women in their development

activities. Among the groups she mentioned v:ere the Women's Bureau., the Women's.

Association for National Development and the National Organization for Women. She

went on to highlight the achievements of those organs as follows: elimination of'all

forms of discrimination against women, policies on employing women on an equal basis
with men, elimination of hifih nmtornaJ mortality through the adoption of preventive

primary health care; organization of .special projects' which addressed the issues of

agriculture, especially in the areas of technical skills1, marketing and training in loan
procurement. •'- > ■ ■ ■>;-•. .

; « ■ ;:;ix I; .-■

85. She stressed that in order to enhance the participation of women in development,'
speedy action should be undertaken on: ■ "'l> '*•' ■

■ ■ '■ , 'i i (/>>■;.■£. ■

(a) The sensitization of policy-makers and planners of the need to integrate
women in the development process:

(b) The creation of support and encouragement of NGOs to implement women's'
programmes; ■ ■.!■. ■ . ■•

(c) The need for carrying out. successful programmes for integrating women in1'
national development. She also rooomrnendc-d thnt statements of intent be translated'
into action and that efforts should be made to provide & more detailed insight into WID
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activities as realistic planning efforts and research on women in developrnehttwere

also intensified. ''.-:'".

86. In her report, the representative of Zambia noted that in many, respects^th'e"'

implementation of plans and programmes of action of the Arusha Strategies^ha'd1,

improved the condition of African women. She cited examples of where Zambian women1

had made progress in the elimination of all forms of discrimination against -women',

they enjoyed paid maternity leave, allocation of marriage allowance in respect of%aJ.

family where both spouses were in regular employment, protection for the surviving

family of the deceased spouse. She informed the participants that a department'had

been established in the Ministry of Finance and National Commission for Development1

Planning to assume responsibility for planning on women in development and forcd-

ordinating and.monitoring the implementation of programmes and projects for women."
"' ' .,; -. ■. . it\/M<''^

87-/ ,Sne made.mention of the role and contributions of the Zambiari:G6verhirieht'.
towards peace efforts on regarding apartheid and refugee women in Southern Africa;-

through the organization and hosting of talks and conferences on th'e:issues^She;1

indicated that there were still obstacles at different levels. They required new
orientations and strategies for their removal, more especially as-the- worsening'1 -
economies and social conditions in Africa continued to place severe limitations'oh'-
available resources. - .. ,L-rc::i •',

88. In reporting on her country's paper, the Zimbabwe representative cited the'-

achievements of her country since independence.' The special circumstances1
characterizing that period had galvanized a quick response to the need to undertake1-"!
measures aimed at promoting the advancement of women in development. Shestated'-

that women in Zimbabwe had played an unquestionable rols as freedom fightersddring'v
the liberation war, thereby laying the basis for new vision in the minds of the people--!

■ about women's role in society. She observed that government policy in the national""'
policy document Growth wich.'equity and the current National Five-Year Development' '
Plan recognized the pivotal role that women would play in the development of the- '■
country. She explained that there had been createda national machinery for'the":
advancement of women, namely the Ministry of Community Development and Women's
If. ff, i Provided the institutional framework to advocate and' co-ordinate' ■'
tr,X \\eB advancement of women. That Ministry which was later transferred "
to the Ministry of Political Affairs had served women effectively. Looking at some-bf- ';

, e? tors couvered by the Arusha Strategies, she mentioned the work^imthe area'of^
!?rae«H !iC| add"essed issues Pertaining to credit, pricing, improved extension

^versification of marketing opportunities. The Government-'had---
^°re funds t0 education than any other items on the national ^udgetVlfhe^'1
r Vum?Z education arid ^ Education Act which made■ education' ■"

o . °u ffu °^8ch0ol-8oing age had increased enrolmentfigures?f6r'^
servie'eftn h, Au* C&res had been *eared towards greater provision of health' «"-
services to children of the poor and rurai people. Mov. ■!

etftted that progress has been slow because^
1 K expressed h°Pe for future improvement because of varioW-'

undertaken by the Government. She informed' the

,hnlthe Zimb,abwe Government had not relented in helping refugees'and ■
T r ***nh™*- Ori future strategies, she called for more assertive
t0™?** dmefl,nrOcV » [m.°uqUOta P>stems aiid Preferential treatment and complementary^'■

measures to laws that had been passed. ■ ^uOm' --fi'A

the Government had set up as .national machinery, a Ministry'Tor- ■*
and Family Welfare. The creation of that full-fledged ministry with ' '!"
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a woman minister at its head had gone a long way towards improving the situation .of
women in Mauritius. '', ;'.'. .

91. The Ministry had put up an appropriate infrastructure to .encourage the.

participation of women in development. It had been playing an advd.c'acy role with

other ministries and private institutions to ensure that the interests of women were'

taken into account in policy planning and in project implementation in all sectprs'r.;it;
had put up its own plan of action, based on data gathered by a Planning-and ResearcV'
Unit which it had set up. It had instilled self-confidence in women by settin'g'u^.a

National Women's Council, a body corporate which groups all women'^organizations!

in,the.country. The Ministry provided financial and political support to thV'Councilj

to enable it to implement its own programmes and projects for the benefit of'women". 4

92.-.. In the early 1980s. Mauritian women had to face the most Wpoftarit cha'lienge';
of all. At that time, the country's economy was going through the,serious.difficulties:,
of a poor crop harvest due to adverse climatic conditions, a drop in foreign exchange1;
earnings from sugar exportation, debt servicing and other unfavourable, conditions'!
brought about by the world recession. ' "' -"''l""

v93. Government had undertaken a structural adjustment programme which involved!
drastic measures including a freeze on salary increases and redirection of investment,.

to more directly productive sectors such as the manufacturing industry! ^"*y*

94. Women had taken up to the challenge both on T.hejdomestic front and intHe'wcjrl'd I

of work. Actually, if economic recovery had been possible it was due to the.high.'1
perfonnance of Mauritian labour in the industrial sector - especially the ^export",
processing zone of the Mauritian labour in that se'etor 65 per cent were Vomen.-j,"
Though they had been propelled into the sector without any preparationi.wqmenihadY!
performed remarkably well'. That high performance could be attribute il,',to"'the';,',.
Government's effort in thc-field of education, training and health. An equitabley)
labour legislation protected'women workers from exploitation. Support services, like ( !
day-care centres, existed in the work place and community laundries were alsobelrfe"'
provided. • -- • - '

96vj, Plans for the future included the provision of more efficient back-up servicesi'"^
to working women including family counselling to help them cope'withineir new* dual '"■
responsibilities at home and in the work-place. The1 Government was planning for 7
global development of the individual. '• .-■.«?-■■>-'-',

96.;.. The legal framework was being reviewed to ensure that' airfarms^
discrimination were eradicated, in line with the Convention on the Elimination.of All\ '
Forms of Discrimination Against Women to which Mauritius had accededln 1984" The-'" "
mam constraints to equality seemed to come from discriminatory practices.' Education-'-'«'
and training were the main tools at the disposal of men and women to overcome''that'' "
obstacle. Women needed self-confidence. Government and international "'''"■
organizations should continue their efforts in the field of education, training and - ,
health, in order to provide* women the opportunity ;to prove that they couldbe./-'
valuable partners in development. ■■■'-■' ; '

■ . . . - ./Up,::••.* ■■

&7. Speaking on.behalf of the Organisation oan-afrk-aine de la famlllfl (OPAprfhe .' ^'
Mauritania representative said that OPAP had requested and secured the close W-"'t-
operation of ECA at the ninth meeting of ARCC in Niamey in 1988. Prior to'that' OPAP"" ^

ah!^1^ a reP°n °n Us ™ activiUes t0 the eighth meeting of ARCCheld' in'"""
Mnhlt AbM l* ^ She conve>'ed t0 Participants the greetings of Prime..Minister -

with women's issues. OPAF reaffirmed its readiness to work together with national
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and regional organizations. Women, being the pillars of their families, were important

to OPAF. They were crucial to :iny development effort. OPAF intended to promote co

operation among African organizations. . j .-..■■ ; '■ !' ' •*'•■

9|8?.; j She Informed the Conference of the forthcoming-Afro-Arab ConferericCorf W.omen

which would be held in Benghazi, Li by an Arab Jamahiriya during March': 1990 and^whYch
would focus on the theme ;"the roles, of.families in development". aTid^extend'e<r tfiTe

invitation of the Arab family organization and OPAF to. all participants?-'"The

Government of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya would, through the national social security

fund and its Director-Generai: Mr. Ibrahim Gwider, be happy to welcome' them alL'tb

Libya. Interested countries were to give their names so that she could send "them
every useful information and also the invitations in due course. ■..:,;■;■* ;■

99. Like in other developing countries in the world, the women of Burkina Faso.

tended, at, the economic level, to play an invisible role despite their numbers:a'nd the

many hours they spent keeping house and educating children. They1 generally owned
no wealth because they had no right to property. .-■.■■■ '■■ v ■

100. Since 1975 was proclaimed International Women'.s Year, however, the Government

had been concerned with promoting the advancement of women by recognizing women's
associations and setting up a .V.inisiry of Social Affairs.

101. Thepolitical willof ih'.e

and popular revolution took plac
i.e Government was especially affirmed after the democratic

.. . . —k place in 1983. Indeed, women's policy had emergedas the'

second.most important; area to be affected by revolutionary change. The policy'had

been translated into reality with the establishment of an office for the mobilization'
of women (DMOF) and subsequently the Union of Burkina Women (UFB) in 198,4. The
latter provided a r'orum for discussion and for the education of women through*'the"
mission assigned to the State secretariat responsible for social affaifs'.'and'fo'rHhe'
promotion of the economic advancement of women with a view to eriabling'theffito'
participate in development activities. Women's integration In development .was well
under way in Burkina Faso. . ■ - '■<;?}■■■ '-m/^.im.I

i

1O2..: In.the.not too distant future, the State secretariat for social ^ji^i* wuiuu u«
organizing two national seminars on the themes '"One woman, one income"'ah'd:"NGO1
round-table". The brain-storming sessions would enable effective strategies to be
worked out for the advancement of women. The effort.made in terms of labour saving'
and income generation woiik! be pursued at thcnational level because the secretariat"
of State intended to make good en its war-cry of "One women, one income". ' ■"'.' ■'

103. The representative of the Niger stated that her country's development'policy';
was in me with the Arusha Strategies. In a^iu.-in to the establishment of'the'
national association for efoe unification of v,Wn in the country (AFN)'/:the'
.authorities had further consolidated their undertaking by recognizing the wom'erTs'
component in national life - this by creating for the first time a State secretariat'in"
Charge of social, affairs and the status of women. A ministry had also been-created
also, headed for the first, time by a woman. The appointment of the lady ;to a
government position, together with that of five other women national deputies'&
demonstrated the determination of the Government to involve women in all national':.
a.ctjyities. t ■ . :-ui

L04. The Ministry of Social Affairs and the Status of Women had, inter alia, three"
qirectors responsible for the management of the problems in the society. Those were:

(A) the Direction de ]jicoricMtion femininci:
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(b) the Direction do la planification familiale; and ': ' (pv r>jWr

!iv (c) the Direction des affaires sociales. , . . .. .: ■ i: ■^■;'*i;"!

105. In addition, the'National Charter conferred on women the role assigned to them

within the framework of thegSociete de developpeinent which was aimed at making the

Niger a healthy and balanced society, united and strong, and motivated by.the'same

ideal and same will for progress. >,:;/.';< .

106. The Niger's five-year social and economic development plan (1987-199.1) aimed

at making the country take another significant step in the promotion of <ttie

advancement of women and their effective integration in development by eliminating

certain prejudices and adverse beliefs, in the i/i rarest of the.nation.

i'0'7. The record of activities for the integration of African women in development as

undertaker; by ECA was positive. Judging however from the changes that had'taken

place, the feeling v/as that progress had been very slow. The reasons for such'slow

progress could well be that in spine of the manifest political resolve of governments

and the clarity of principles, social attitudes and daily routine rooted in culturexacted

as a brake on the efforts made for the effective integration of women in development.

The Conference should think out. a strategy targeted'at. changing attitudes as a1 way

of reducing the inertia inherent in social prejudice against women. ■ .

108: The well-being of women 7/as basically a function of their- economicjwells

If crafts constituted a means of increasing substantially the income .of women'/that
area should receive the fuli attention of the Conference. •'*..- ■s. i

109. The media in Africa did not genuinely render service to women". Therefore",1

African Governments should reconsider the purpose of the media and make them'tools'

in the service of women upon whom the development process was hinged. '= i-'oouvt ,'

110. Efforts should also be made to ensure that national laws.and constitutionswere*

published in indigenous languages so that women would be appropriately informed. -

Those were aspects which had not been evaluated in the report and on-which1
recommendations could be based. ■ ■".■

111. The representative of the Central African Republic said that, aware of the very"

important role of women in the process of national development, her country had

started implementing the resolution adopted by African Government at Arusha on.the ■

implementation of the Arusha Strategies. The measures envisaged formed an integral

part of the national five-year development pi an for the period 1986-1990. They.'were1
governmental measures concerning policies for prc.-ic ting the advancement of women,-

educational reform, assumption of political responsibility by women .health and family-
planning. For the future, kT was hoped that the 1990s would see the.integration^ •
women in three essential areas of development through: . . ;r;>np: :,1

.(a) Strengthening of the rrit-asures for implementation of the aforementioned*:
Strategies and consolidation of the gains secured; • ;nr;rv-. «.-

(■bO" . Development of the socio-cultural aspect of the integration of women'in-
developfnent;

. i''

•■ (c) Strengthening of women's managerial un pabilities through training and the/
\.i.establiS'-hrnent of co-operative groupings;
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(d) Implementation of a study on maternal mortality with a view' to
ascertaining the precise conditions under which mothers died before,' during or after
child birth;

,' . i

(e) Preparation and adoption of a family code.

112. At the regional and international levels, stress would be laid on the sharing of

experiences gained in the .implementation of national programmes arid policies for the
Integration of women in development. Efforts would also be made to develop
partnerships with other African countries and the developed countries. '.',. '..".

.113. The representative of Chad described the progress made at the national level to
implement the Arushaand Nairobi Strategies. Since the institution of 'the "third
Republic on 7 June 1982..a State secretariat for promoting the advancement ofwomen
(which in 1984 had become the Ministry of Social Affairs and Women's Advancement)
had been created. The Ministry comprised directorates for the advancement of women
which were, in turn, composed of national and rural structures ' ' : " '"''"■"

114. Seven rural women's centres had already been established and'five more^were
to be created each year. Those centres undertook the following activities: education
sewing, mother and child care, and community activities.- Under the" auspices^the
directorate of social affairs a number of pre-co-operative groupings had been setup

. to.provide supplementary income for widows, low-income women and nursing mothers.

.115 Since 1984, under the'patronage of the Union national pour l'ind^nd^^u
revolution (a national-political movement) a women's organization had been created

;of Sfl^o' f<£.U*ate and sensitize women on development Issues. In'th'e pre&ratiof;

^l'

'980, the

(a) Increase in life expectancy at birth:

yi"- ( ,

£ .■ ■: - ■
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(b) Reduction of population growth; and ' "'"-'^

(c) Balanced diet for the population in general.

120. National machineries for the integration of women in development, women's

associations and housewifery had also been given attention. In Comoros, there were
two types of such machineries. ; ■-■ •■■•■}"■-

121. There were traditional societies dealing exclusively with deaths, marrlages'and

circumcision. These were mutual aid associations which helped one another

financially or materially. However, such assistance was repayable. There were'also

modern women's associations dating back to as recently as 197 5 and which-'"worked

towards the advancement of women. Most such associations assisted financially"i'n:tlve

building of schools and village maternity homes. The family: code should1 provide '

-women with legal protection from prevalent injustices. From the additionaTstudiefe'

'conducted, cases of child marriage and child pregnancy, the socio-economic1 situation

of mothers and children denied support in the event of divorce might also warrant
legal protection. - ■■^■:' ■•■ '-'d ■ •* > ■'

1227 In the country report of Equatorial Guinea, decisions of past'international
conferences on the development of women were recalled. The report sh6we:d;steps '

taken by Equatorial Guinea to implement programmes and strategies,1'namely"'the
ratification of the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms; of

Discrimination Against Women, and the establishment of a Directorate'for Women's '
Affairs. Even before the Arusha Conference, the Government'had enactetf-a :
constitutional law in 1982 that guaranted equality for all. That law was intended'

to ensure that women enjoy.equal rigiits as men in education, medicine,'employment"
and all areas in society where they had not been fully accepted. The Directorate'for'
the Advancement of Women was responsible for monitoring the awakening of national'
opinion to appreciate the rol.e and capacities of women in development.

123. With regard to difficulties, like all women in developing countries; the wdmen'Yri '
Equatorial Guinea are more hit by the world economic crisis and' the plight" of'"
indebtedness in spite of government efforts. Moreover, cultural attitudes'towards^ :
women, like everywhere in developing countries, remained a constraint to'the1 full*
integration of women in development.

124 Although the foundation had been laid, the task of integrating' wofierTin*'
development was not easy. It would be appreciated that women were'exercisSglln ' ■
increasing numbers their rinhts to elect and be elected, hold judiciary and mayoral ;!"

tell- that constant rouiom r,f n*nn».-.s.r. .,.nr.... -i^j*.j!'~ -^

rep,rese"tatlve of Madagascar stated that the constitution of her country

- tifaMiTT "v W°T '" en">Io>"»ent- educa«°" »d participated

sociai
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127. Th? representative of Togo stateri that, TofldGsewomen v/ere being integrated

in national development through three categories or structures, namely:

(a) The national machinery for the integration *of women in development;

(b) The national and uegional planning machinery; and
i

(c) Other structures for promoting the advancement of women.

128. The national machinery integrated women through the UNFI and DACF. The other •-

structures working to promote; the advancement of women were State structures,.non

governmental organizations arid development projects initiated by the State with/the ,

participation of NGOs. The national and regional planning machineries mobilized ■

funds.and co-ordinated all development, activities in the country. To do that, they .'

placed emphasis on:

(a) Improving skills training for women;

(b) Co-ordinating the work of those structures tli at promoted the advancement

of women; and

. (c) Improving mother ;ind child health care.

i
{

\ ■ I
129. All discrimination against women in the areas of private employment, access to

land and credit, had been eliminated and they were effectively and constantly

invoiyed in decision-making.j

i ■ '

130. The representative cf Morocco stated that Jike other countries, Morocco had been '

aware of the need to integrate women in development since independence.

Accordingly, appropriate legislation had been enacted and efforts made at every level'

to give the necessary attention to women and promote their advancement so that they::

would effectively participate in national development and progress. In spite of allthe^

odds: women in Morocco had perietr-icwi! all sectors of production and services and were '
participating in the -political, economic-, social and cultural life of the country.

Measures undertaken by the Government to promote women included agriculture and'

* food production, industrial development, health, education and employment.

M31. In order to enhance the participation of women in development and to enable
■ them to achieve their aspirations. Morocco had actively contributed to the work of the '

Wgrld Conference on Women held ir- Nairobi which had resulted in the preparation .of
.. th'e strategy for the adva.ncem.ent of women up to •■ V y*v>r 2000. In the light-of that
strategy and on account of Unpolitical, economic, social and cultural circumstances
-of Morocco, the Ministry of Crafts and social Affairs had invited the national
commission on women (composed of various Rovernment departments dealing with
women's issues, relevant NGOs; political parties and a number of research fellows) to

prepare a national strategy for promoting the advancement of Moroccan women up to
tfte year 2000. '

i 132. .the Ministry had made sure th?x the strategy was incorporated the 1988-1992'
./•■development plan. If the strategy was to be effectively implemented, all the parties

concerned (government, NGOs, political parties ar,d.international organizations) would
have to join jianrls and work u^tlier on ttte rnoacoros and projoci.fi envisaged."
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3 33. The representative of Mali, in her country's report, retracted historical events
touching on the role of women in Mali's development., The report outlined the events

which had led to the current Conference. i

134. With regard to the position of Mali art women in socio-economic development,-the

report provided statistics on women population comparisons between urban and rural

areas as well as major [activities that influenced women's participation, in
development. The report provided a comprehensive account of government efforts to
improve living conditions for and to ease the burden of Malian women. A number of

ordinances and laws were reported in detail and spelled out actions being taken to

implement the Arusha Strategies. Establishment of divisions for promotion of women

activities within the Ministries of Agriculture, Health. Education, Territorial
Administration and basic development had been done.

135. In the social sector, the focus was on the rural population and women (who

formed the majority). Particular emphasis was put on the fight against illiteracy..
Structures had been put in place to eliminate hardships through organized rural water
supply schemes, also facilitating easy access to education. In order to implement

successfully national plans as well as those in the Arusha Strategies, a division for

women had been created .under a ministry. The current national five-year

development plan contained a number of projects for the production of household
tools and enhancement of income-generating handicraft activities. Participation in
desertification control programmes and sensitizationlprogrammes were under way to
further campaigns for reafforestation and contribution to food self-sufficiency in the
country. ' 7

136. In conclusion, the report lamented the fact that the integration of women in

development in Mali was st'ill poor. However, the Party, the Government and the
National Women Union are contributing to more effective participation of women in
development. .

137. In introducing hor country report,, the representative of Uganda retraced
lamentable events of the past two decades that were characterized by the trampling
upon human rights which in turn did not allow the country to put in hand early enough
the implementation of the objectives of the United Nations Decade for Women Within
the framework of the "fundamental change" policy, the present Government
established a machinery for the formulation of policies that has now made it possible
tor the Uganda Government to register successes-'In implementing the Arusha
btrategies. In this regard, the Government established the Ministry of Women in
Development, also the Directorate for Women Affairs at the heart of power in Uganda.
The report gave a long and detailed listing of the gains mada so far for women to

M^orrector1" n8h-tfUl,PiaCe^ ^ SOciety wiTbln the framework of the Arusha Strategies.
T,io^!ICi0^?uC^1!5.?JltrflUo.'"1 WGrf' doalt wirh iri deta$. These included the politicalhi?Hfitwlth ln deta*" These included thepoliticai

, health services, energy and reaHorestation, Education, agriculture and food
production, industry and security.

l^lVT^T^ .repOrt urged that women must P^Peny understand their
struggle; and that there is need to de-mistify the word 'equality1 so as to give it its

UnerftTan)iMand tUuact m0I'e support for the woinen cause- Mobilization of society
to be til J £?** 'hicMt will bo known by all that rights are there to take and not
tooegKen. She advised being always mindful of the stability of the home. ■ *

su^ces^fulW^n^r'^0?/1"'56^^ * very positlve account of actions taken* tosuccessfully sensitize the entire population to the crucial role of women in

food SoZti™ *° *VVPport °f WOmen "datives contributing to agriculture and
food production, industrial development, health and population, education and
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training, and employment. In dealing with the Arusha Strategies, the representative .

of Kenya emphasized that in its programme of providing medical services, the

Government extended measures to include training and. equipping ..midwiyes and/

traditional birth attendants, as well as intensifying its efforts in",family,planning.; .

programmes. Kenya's education policy emphasizes equal opportunities; consequently.;
there is a marked increase in intake in institutions of higher learning.and entry into3

areas once considered exclusive to men. * ' ' '

140.-The successes achieved do not completely eliminate all that needs*to be done-.to,

attain complete involvement of women in development. Like other, developing^

countries Kenya continues to face constraints in its endeavours. The problem ar;eas;>

remain: in traditional social factors that hinder better participation of women^n-;..

development process. ' ■]. jj, ,

141. On the international platform, Kenya expressed its determination to continue;

its support to liberation movements in their struggle for liberty and ^emancipation.:;

The Kenya delegation called for concrete proposals to reinforce actions already^;

started in order to achieve the objectives of the Arusha Strategies. u-.i-iOTf.

142. In presenting her national paper, the Ghanaian representative cited all.issues.s,

that the Government had been addressing in favour of women. These includedjissu.esr;;

on agriculture and food production, educational of women farmers, education reforms, q

relating to women, health and family living and women in industries. -,In addressing-.i:

these issues, NGOs and other international agencies had played complementary roles.

She stated that the supportive activities towards .women had enhanced. wpmen!.S':'f'.
quality of life, increased their productivities, enriched the farming skills, reduced^! ■

maternal and childhood mortalities, increased their educational'leveland incqrne;ltj,:>

143. She outlined the constraints that militated against full achievement,of,.their.ft

objectives as lack of adequate resources arising from the effect of the worsening*

global economic situation with its attendant effects on the economics of^-the */»

developing world. Other constraints she cited were lack of adequate skills on the part j.-:
of women as well as cultural and social barriers against them. .,.,; j/.jVv./-.

144. She advised that structural adjustment programmes should make, special?. j

provisions-for mitigating the harsh efforts on women's , activities. .Productive.*
resources should bo redirected to women and programmes to enhance women's skilis." ■
adequately financed and implemented as well as systematic programmes to combat :•
negative cultural and social'attitudes and practices against women. She suggested ;
that women's organizations must network more to enable women themselves to mobilize ■ >
resources that could be utilized for their programmes.

145.. She emphasized that action programmes must be put in place at bothnational;,:'
andregional levels for intensifying the implementation of the Arusha Strategies.whichV,V>
need to be updated to redue'e the effect of structural adjustment programmes on
women. She called for more effort to be made to actually increase and redirect* ■■■ ■
productive resources to women and special attention to be paid to the development of ■ d}-
women as human resources and empowering them through knowledge.

146. The representative of Rwanda first recalled the important place ^that^wpmpnlv«i^
occupy In the economy of her country, particularly in the agriculturai,sector-which.-^,t
provided a livelihood for 97.9 per cent of all women. The Government of Rwandaswasl '
making many efforts to improve the status of women in society through training and
the Involvement of women in national political life. Rwanda currently had 11 women
3e" ofnthe national development council which served as parliament. On 2 June

the President of the Republic had signed the state of the Rwanda Women's

Hi.-
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Development Organization (URMA). The Organization was integrated into,the national.,

party, the revolutionary movement for development. .'...". ... .,i.-P,- .-L'/hujf^iv.

1.47. She went on to list, the achievements of the national rnachinerysfor^ther

Integration of women in development. They included research-activities and;the;:
organization of seminars, colJoquia and workshops for sharing- of. national^
subregional, regional or international experiences. \ ^

o

148. The United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination*

Against Women had been translated into the national language. Support was provided *
to'women's socio-economic groupings. The number of those groupings was growing-1
out of necessity and the trend had been encouraged because they had a multiplier'-
effect on extension activities and allowed for the planning of large-scale womenV-
activities.

, '.)'■.) . ih-i

149. In her evaluation of activities conducted in the implementation of the--Arusha"-
Strategies, the representative of Rwanda reviewed the key sectors identified in'tnose"
Strategies and highlighted the achievements. In agriculture and food:productionrthe'<"-
efforts had consisted of increasing basic community infrastructures such as drinking
water supply schemes and/or building rural water supply and sanitation- systems;'-t
encouraging the wider use of improved stoves. Agricultural production,was^beingM
improved through the supply of such imputs as selected seeds, fertilizer.and.•'plant""'
protection facilities. Agricultural extension services were currently centred on^the'i
participation of women farmers with a view to raising their productivity..- ■■i.r.qi frfcar;.:

1150. Greater stress was being laid on women's training and information,, A film had;-'
been-made on the role played by the women of Rwanda in national development f Itiwtfs^
entitled UMUNYARWANDAMA2I MU MAJYAMBERE and ha'd been produced by thenational
population with a view to educating women for the purpose of their integration:int6;-i
the development process. . -.vho-.r '■'

161/ She stated that human resources development wa!s also being given priority-vAri^
ea'^S inducted has shown that there was no soxual discrimination in formal to
education or In employment by qualification.

T ^th(\countries implementing the Bamako aUve^ini
onll! n Uh P°llCy concerri^g women, health and populatlon.^TOie'm

in 198? Th?n4™ Wa>f a,7J°1' °halienge facln« the national population office set-up -

' alVnternatlonal and

;.!-,.I? :3/!j-
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(b) The actual participation of women in decision-making within the various

national structures as a crucial factor for ensuring that women's concerns were

reflected in development policy-making and programming; .

(c) The presence of units from the Ministry or] Women's.and Family Affairs in,
all inter-sectoral commisskvhs with a view to ensuring that a women's component was.

incorporated in all programmes and followed up in the implementation of,.such

programmes; j

(d) The systematic incorporation of a women's components in all projects. -,The

social sector structural adjustment programme instituted by the Government of Zaire

in co-operation with the World Bank also gives pride of place to the institutional role

of the women's ministry as eo-ordlnator of women's advancement policy..J-.-The.
adjustment programme will support the research and planning bureau of the women's

ministry and, as an instrument for analysis and (.-valuation of activities ,to .be

conducted, assist the women's documentation and information centre. . ;,.;;,,;i.j,) ■

lf">5. She ended by pointing out the major constraints or obstacles impeding the

speedy integration of women in Zaire's national development which had to do with

training and the lack of information, physical and financial resources in sufficient

Quantity. . _.,....

156. Presenting her report on her country's policies land strategies for integrating
women, the representative dj' Senega! emphasized thai the economic and social crisis
that Africa had faced over^nearly two decades called for the mobilization of its
resources and conscientious; involvement of all segments of its population. -, . , . ■

i

157. She indicated that the; integration of women in development was a permanent

concern of the Senegalese Gc/v eminent because the country's constitution recognized -■

the equality of rights and obligations of all citizens irrespective of sex, ethnic '
grouping or religion and provided for equal opportunities for development and;
advancement. './;',;..".

1G8% She remarked that the mechanisms for women's integration and devlelopme.nt..werej1
not only legislative but also institutional arid political; , ' '..^^-m

(a) Institutionally, there v;as adepartmenr in charge of women's.affairs within |
the Ministry of Social Development, whose objective was to give impetus"to,the.^
Government policies on the advancement of women, v<;o-ordinate relevant actions/,-
taken by other ministries or instigate such actions inline with directives given by the
Head of State; ■ . tt" ;.,

(b) Politically, women were involved in all aspects of the country's decision-...
making. A national committee for women was set up in 1980 by the President as an

advisory body which would examine and evaluate the Government's actions for .women,*. •.
mainly through the "national women's fortnight" organized yearly nation-wide."The-'
national committee for women, in addition to women's societies, also comprised
representatives of different ministries as well as personalities co-opted for their *
personal commitment to the advancement of women: t.( ... ,,

(c) At the planning level, women's needs were taken into account by a national
commission for the Integra cion of women in developmen t set up during the preparation

of the seventh Economic and Social Development Plan (1985-1989). For the fact that ,.■
women's matters were not separate from development matters but rather central to' ■'
them, the Plan, which was a medium-term orientation plan, integrated women's issues '/
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into the activities of an intersectoral commission called "Population, human resources; . '

standard of living. : ;,-,.,,rV,,.

i59. On sectoral policies :tnd strategies. Ssne&al ha?! since .1982 developed apian of

action for women involving the wide diversity ci women's concerns in Senegal. -The

Plan.gave particular emphasis to education, training, health and food,.employment,

and lucrative activities, improvement of iegal status and alleviating women 's'-tasks^

Among the actions taken are the following: . nJi*.-,«i,',v;jj"

.(a) The establishment in 1987 of a national federation whose le.aning-)s the

creation of economic groups: ' ' .'„, ,-.^'uib'V

(b> Introduction of adopted technologies to alleviate the work burden, of rural.

women, especially those involved in agriculture: :\t*m<\*&it■••

(c) Creation of remunerative'activities, such as small-scale truck farming,.,
animal husbandry and fattening, and fishing projects aimed at increasing women's

active participation in the various sectors of the economy, as well as providing them ..

with additional resources for improving the quality of life of families; . : v,,,!.,.,1.

(d) Education and sensaizatlon of women \o environmental issues such as.,

protection against desertification '■«:hk:h had become a real threat to development in::

Senegal; ,, iV- ,
i ' ■

' ■ ■ ■ : iT'.vrr.,/

(e) Provision of health facilities in favour of'the mother and child within the .

context of two projects, 'family health and population" and "family welfare", financed .,

by USA1D and UNFPA with ;i view to improving the health of the mother and chil'd;' .

(f) Increasing the number of educated £.irls nnd bridging the'numerical*.gap .",.

between boys and girls at the secondary and teritary levels. . ""' ,<V-■[*)"'' V-

160. As regards employmenc. women constituted about 10 per ce'nfof,the^activeX
.population in the formal sector whereas they dominated the informal sector!'. In'this"*'.
informal sector, the Senegalese Oovernmfcnt encouraged greater specialization, -

thereby enabling women to take up activities such as mechanics, con's'tructionVetc.,.!.
traditionally reserved for men. ■ - ■ < '■■■>■

161. The representative remarked that all the aforementioned efforts were hindered,,

by a number of problems, such as insufficient data and indicators allowingVfor'iheV
assessment of the impact of poiicies and strategies implemented. . ' . ' '!'." ,'," -'..

162. She said that ;i national seminar on statistics and indicators on women"and

development was organized; in June in collaboration with INSTRAW with a view to
remedying the situation, " ■ ' ' ._ ~;'

163. She added that the international economic and financial constraints worsened.',,
by the ongoing structural adjustment programmes in most African countries 'had".'

resulted in limited financial allocations to cho socia'- sectors " "' "U

1.64.- Concluding, she emphasized the need for an accelerated implementation'of the' '
Arusha Strategies. She also recommended the following: . , ■

■-!-,...■ {■)) : ■ ■■■

(a) Strengthening global and sectoral planning mechanisms' to .'ensu/e^hatV,''
women's needs are taken into consideration in the economic and social .development 'f
process, especially within the context of the current adjustment programmes';.iru''
African countries; ' ''■"••'-"■ '■
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(b) Consolidating with co-ordination mechanisms by giving it the powervarid,

necessary means to enable it to fully carry out efficiently and coherently the national,

policy on the advancement of women; ; ..

■:';""'(c) Emphasizing sectors such as non-conventional education^ funct^nal^ '
literacy schemes, informal'employment, by developing appropriate progr.ammes.^fj

action; . . ! ■ : ■ -V;L^!V

(d) Ensuring availability of relevant data permitting analysis of the true

situation of women on the one hand, and other possible appreciation which would.allow.

for ;the development of appropriate solutions to the current and future needs.^of,

women, on the other. .. .- ■

165. The representative of Sao Tome and Principe outlined the efforts of the

Government and NGOs on the integration of women in development in her country. She

stated that the efforts were the creation of the organization of women of Sao Tome and

Principe (OMSTP) and the adoption by the Government of various measures carried out

fully integrating women into Sao Tome's development process. She elaborated on her

country's activities to improve women's participation, in education, health' and

agriculture. She emphasised the importance put to enhance women's effective

participation in agricultural activities as they represent 70 per cent of the.population.;,
engaged in agriculture.

166. Since the September Revolution, the status of women in the Libyan "Arab

Jamahiriya had completely changed. They participated fully in the social, economic, ^

cultural and political life of their country. They were.also, participating,acU'vely.'.in6.
building their national economy. For that reason, they were accorded'('grJea.£er^.
importance in national development planning concerning the rural'secto'r!('l\lfr.omen/;,
enjoy the same privileges as men and can avail themselves of moderiTand adequate
facilities for improving their social, health, economic, working and educational .

conditions, among other things. Libya was providing the,mean's,for;j"ntegrating....

marginalized women's groups such as orphans and taking adequate measures to'af;r^str»
delinquency among young women by giving them job opportunities ttiat'preserve th~el'r ■■>
dignity and that Libyan women have in the social and economy life of'thjeir^coiinii;^

167. Since 1977, the Government of Djibouti had set up an association whose objective '■

. .was*to improve the economic and social situation of women in the country. In line;with-,-
the strategy for the United Nations Women's Decade and the constant.support,of,.theV
Government, the National Union of Djibouti Women had undertaken a series -.of,,

activities for promoting the'advancement or women. „"' '." ..'...'•

168. These activities concerned the establishment of a mother and child-care.centre-,,

^ where more than 300 orphans were protected., sheltered and trainsed, participation'in
vaccination campaigns, a clean-up campaign in the various neighbourhoods,of the ,

.town, the institution of Arab literacy classes in 1980 and other activities. Most,of^

these activities were in the hands of five committees, namely the literacy, health',jthe(V.
\ Income-generating activities, the appropriate technologies and the organizational^;

■ committees. ' ^ "J' "V* ""\
' ■ £)G tun

169, .The representative of Angola informed participants that in her co.untry.equal--r

rights for men and women were protected by the constitution. The law. of citizenship^
and the family code were two important documents which recognize the equality, of men Z2

and women in all family undertakings. In terms of employment, Angqlan,law profected.^y \
the rights of women to work and provides for their integration into'productive In
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activities along with their participation in managing the national economy,.and.thei.

State apparatus. ■ ... >'"p\$il***

170. In decision-making, women accounted for 11 per cent of all national assembly

deputies and 15.7 per cent;of regional assembly deputies. For instance, .there; were.;

three women who sit in the standing commission of the people's assembly (Parliament),

while several women were part of the parliamentary working groups that help to solve

national economic and social problems. . ...,; .

171. With regard to development, the Government made sure that proper conditions^
were"created to enable women to change their role in society. Among the factors that,

help women to make a better contribution to national development were:

. ...v\,.; . ,-(a) The level of literacy;

(b) Free, democratic arid universal education; ^cnq

■ ■ ■ -jMii v\\.<;">.
(c) Information on and education about national life; . . ■..;.;;..,.,-.,

. • ■ ■ ■ \ ■■uthhhyt:
>t (d) Vocational training, the dignity of labour,; the creation o

help families socially and attitudlnal changes; and .

cj ;■■ ; .

i ."I , '..I.

(e) Free access to health services. : , .-, ...i,

172. In Angola, the informal sector had yet to be properly regulated put .there^.wer.e;.^

prospects for doing this under the economic and financial adjustment'prpgrammesrf

which will facilitate the development of the sector on the one hand*, and estabiish^
supporting structures on the other hand. .'''•'""

173. With regard to the objects of peace, Angola's situation wasspeciai.,;The.cquntry;,
has 650,000 displaced persons. Eighty per cent of them were women and chUdren,7more-f
than 50,000 were orphans and abandoned children who live in misery, and famine^
Generally, more than 1.5 million people were affected by war in the^urbaaland','
suburban areas. Women were therefore required to make more efforts to ensure the '
survival of their families in the absence of their husbands.. ■ .,.;,;. y, .

174. The representative of Gabon stated that in line with the 1984 Arusha Conference.'.
which had formulated regional strategies for the integration of African women-in,,
development, Gabon had identified seven areas of direct concern to Gabonese.'w'omen.^
Those were agriculture and food, decertification, health, education" and'human'1'
resources development, industrial development and environment, women refugeea-and-; >
displaced persons, peace and apartheid in South Afrioa and Namibia.. .17^ VW

■■^75. For each of those areas, a plan of action have been prepared'inVoppor.ating-afCj
factors that could prevent the promotion of the advancement of women." The priorities1'-,
in. each of the sectors had been reviewed and recommendations relating specifically",:
to;the education of women and their participation in food and agricultural activities''^
had been formulated. - '■■—■'■OJ

176. Daring the presentation of her national report, tlie representative of the UnitedV
Republic of Tanzania presented an overview of her country's policies with regard-to"'^
women a/fairs. The Government had established a machinery for the -promotional1** *•
the status of women. In particular, the Division of women and children in,.the'■"
Department of Community Development. A similar but separate department was set up
in Zanzkbar. "■
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C ' ' ■ ■
177. Turning to sectoral issues, mention was made of a book containing materials that \

formed the Tanzania contribution to the Nairobi World Conference that was published

and that it was also available'in SwahiJi for evary Tanzaniart to be acquainted with

the situation of-women in national development., education, employment, health,

politics, communication and Ja?al rights. i ':••■")

I ! ■■••■•••■* •
178. The report covered in great detail the actions taken, those in the. course of:

implementation and those online drawing board. Issues highlighted in the report:■ }

included the incorporation ofjwomen concerns in national plans, measures taken'to ":.

improve the women's productivity in agriculture and reinforcement of women economic

activities through formal employment. '' -*S ■-1

179. Future plans focus on addressing the weaknesses identified in the

economic recovery programmes, and to continue monitoring the implementation--of;eo. :.

aspects of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against . :

Women. . . < .. ■ 'v^jT'. '.'si-'

180. This paper noted that in the last four years, Nigeria had witnessed an increased.t^1-1 j!

consciousness on the part of Government to integrate women in all levels of national

development by appointing several women to high-level policy-making positions.:! ."1 s

• .. ■ • -. im;i ■ :..

181. Her Excellency Mrs. Maryarn Babangida, First Lady of Nigeria had: set up the. t v,--

Better Life Programme for Rural Dwellers to mobilize women and encourage them tO'do;; w 1?

things for themselves in education, agriculture, small-scale industries, formation"of

co-operatives and working to improve the level of family life. The Better-Life (-'.:

Programme was encouraging/ them to do things for themselves in education,'::1 ■"'"-

agriculture, small-scale industries, formation of co-operatives and working to •-

improve the level of family life. The Better Life Programme was encouraging the /In

growth of indigenous technology and the manufacture of simple basic implements : v

through liaison with the Ministry of Science and Technology and research institutes/' !■"-.-,

182. The Better Life Programme was also dealing with the dehumanizing aspectS'Of ■ ., ■■:

widowhood and had embarked on special housing programmes to rehabilitate widows.*:11'^;'..

Through the Eetter Life Programme, many women were involved in animal and livestock '•>.;}**,

husbandry. vV.irfl.w."

:vij.!'-iiht;v>

183. Women's activities in Nigeria had culminated in' the creation of a women::s,r-;o:,ti

commission and the foundation stone of the centre for women's development which,w.illft !»#
co-ordinate programmes for all women had been laid. <■ ■:'t;M)\vJtr-Jl

184. Nigeria had increased tho opportunities of young gi'i-ls and women to have access ■,??.
to education and the women ediication programme and campaigns had yielded positive.^ ..-
results including the special odur-ation programmes fcr'tho nomadic population and.. ■"■
young mothers. ■■ ■ •.".,

185. The Ministry of Health, thYough the primary health care, LPI.ORT, maternal care .'..■■
had reduced infant and matermu mortality and campaigns against drug abuse had been ;■.-,. ;.
intensified. Attempts to introduce traditional methods in health care delivery, and-,;-. .«';
provision of drinking water h;id been intensified as a means of eradicating water-;/.;-., i■'.
borne diseases.

186. In agriculture, the introduction of extension workers, improved technology,r ;■■'•/
seedlings and availability of fertilizer had increased women's input into f.ood;1;.v-.'
production and processing. Marketing and distribution of agricultural products had--: } ■--.
been made easier through the provision of roads and infrastructure by the Directorate./: --uV
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of Food, Roads and Infrastructure. Those services rwere designed to ensure...the-'1 •-

provision of amenities in thft rural areas thereby discouraging the rural

y

187. Income-generating a.no skills development programmes by government agen.cieis' . '

had helped women to be self-reliant and generate.- income for the family. A-special:-''7

programme by the National Directorate of Employment had given thousands of young ,

graduates loans to start small-scale businesses. The Directorate has also conducted -

several workshops to ensure the proper utilization of available resources

skills and required technology to the beneficiaries. ;. . . ■■'■ ■-■'>■; HP.^.jV'-'Aj

/■■ 188. Multi-purpose centres for training women in arts, crafts, home ec6ri6mics:iandvtv ■':•■'}

;,child care had been established throughout the country and women had acquired

1. enough skills in food processing and preservation. Some of those products wereb'e'ih'g \'-'A:J
exported to increase their income. . ■. ■ , •..,.;, ;-t.fr/*.ivJ*'Aw!y-«i'A>'>.

189. In furtherance of the Government's commitment to the welfare of the people,"

People's Bank had been launched to give small loans to Nigerians at the grass-root ■

level. .... ' "•" ' v -;)'v-Jt'V- a'';.'

190. It was pertinent to note thai Nigerian women had achieved much success'in'trief^""'
past four years due to the human rights stand of the Dabangida administration and. ■/

tireless efforts of First Lady Mrs. Mariyam Babangida who had acted as a catalyst-in ; ^;,
the promotion of the status of Nigerian women. ? ' ■"" ' "•'i:'! :-~:"l[''''

191. A.special appeal was maile-to international bodies, agencies and donors Whelp*1-'"'',/
in the training of women. . : '•;»'-'^r.-.r<.i" -

In conclusion, the prospect. Tor Nigerian women looked very bright andjth'e '■'''•

ent momentum was to be maintained. There was a need for qualitative information1 :I'H

192.

current momentum was to be maintained. There was a need for qualitative

about women to allow for an objective and accurate assessment of the status of women.'1" u :i"

193. The representative oflN'STRAW's Board of Trustees informed the gathering ab'out- -f?
INSTRAW and its activities. She enumerated.the concrete programmes'.and pro'jects^/-1''
relevant to the African region/, notably women and -a ator supply; sanitation; new'aMg'r"n

es of energy; the African women's role in the infol t^'1'"'1
g, y r supply; sanitation;

renewable sources of energy; the African women's role in the informal sector^

production and management.. In addition to its programmes of research, training and
information/communication, INSTKAW had carried out activities in Africa to improve •'•'■'*:
the status of women through- the implementation of the Nairobi Forward-looking "\l; "
Strategies in which the Arusha Strategies were clearly reflected. •■i.:i\sijj-/ •«;.

194. She informed the meeting that the INSTRAW Board of Trustees would be martfirig !' '
its tenth anniversary when ii-would review the past, ongoing and future programmeJ'::' !
of the Institute 1.o ensure tha;its v.-ork had hten in line with international trendsin" "'' • '
research, training and information on women and deveiopment. ' "• '■ -' ' ;

195. The. INSTRAW representative expressed confidence that through the co- }":
operative efforts of those presently involved with the implementation of the Arusha :

Strategies, the results of the Conference wourd significantly contribute to'-the""' '
advancement of African women. ■ ■ :U '■■ ■•'■'".

196. The UNIDO representative outlined the major activities of her organization for
women in industrial development - advisory services to governments, productionan'd1 ;"
dissemination of improved technology and training programmes in -'entrepreneurial;1^ '
managerial and technical skills. She referred to decision 13:.i(IX) of the ninth'""^
Conference of African Ministers of Industry held in Harare; ■Zimbabwe;in*May1[l'9891.s;?i;t'';i
urging African Governments to continue to implement <;he Nairobi Forward-Looking ' , ■.
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Strategies as they relate to women and industrialization and appealing to donors'-to

support African Governments. EGA and UNIDO in their programmes for the integration

of women in industry. : *"''-■ -^ .

197. The representative of the NGO informed the j Conference that Zee Financial.
Services was an international economic and financial consulting firm; located In .

Washington, D.C., in the United States. Zee believes that the way to-achieve' world

peace, political stability and economic independence of developing" countries! 'is ,'
through economic emancipation of women. Hence, Zee focus is assisting women1'in

identifying ways to'increase their earning power (i.e.. through easier ac"cess*to"crediti

assist women in locating investment capital), training and development'in finance and

management areas. In. addition to these activities, Zee assists in facilitating1 joint
ventures between European and North American companies with African women's co- .

operatives as well as individuals. * '' "' ■;• "^**--tt^':

198. "AAWORD Kenya" is a young one-year old non-governmental organization1 aimed

at enhancing action-oriented research for development. Its chief objective is to meet',

new horizons for women researchers. Despite of its recent creation, it has already

enlisted the co-operation of about 6C0 researchers from all over the continent, 'the

Ford Foundation is presently the major source of funding. Its activities focus on'data'

collection and dissemination. '■'■ ' v';?!

199. ESAMI, based in Arusha, has the mandate to offwr research based on consultancy

and training for management and development in ia|countries of the subregio'n:fi'-''In' '
order to achieve this mandate, ESAMI recognizes! the need for gender-focused
programmes which will ensure effective and efficient use of all human resources.*'With
this.recognition, encouraged by ECA and UNDP, ESAMI established the .unique;'WID\,'
programme in 1981. To date the Institute has trained up to 200 men.and womeriva'5yearV
in gender-focused programmes. " ' ".\.£in$O'Ji>i\

200. The main areas of focus are skills improvement for women managersT*in^theJ
public, private and government sectors, gender sensitization programmes for''policy-* .
makers and gender-focused Research seminars for researches and users of research".'*
Future plans will focus on increasing women's participation through establishment :bf:
programmes which aim at creating an enabling socio-cuHural environment. ';:•'>'■;;■<.'

201. The representative of WWB outlined her organization's objectives as that" of
promoting women's access to credit and other support services. She stated that WWB

is an international organization which operated in Africa through its Regional'Office
based in Nairobi. She informed the meeting that WWB has a network of affiliates'at-
national level which helped in directing women to productive resources through
various credit programmes. 'Among its many focuses '.is in the area of guaranteeing
loans made available to eligible women's businesses at*national level. WWB she stated "

. went into these guarantee arrangements on a tripartite base - WWB, local affiliates'
. and financial institution. . ^.in<:

202. The United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) representative-
: detailed her organization's mandate as the following: to serve as a catalyst1 iriv:
securing the involvement of women in main-stream development activities'arid *tof':
provide support to innovative and experimental activities.' She stressed^that-1'-
UWJFEM's programmes in Africa were in line with regional priorities as^expresse"dhnrv?
various development instruments and programmes such as Lagos Plan ■' of^'ActionJ1*1
Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery and: the United Nations <Programme'i:-'

.; of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development. She gave details of the '
VUNlFEM's Africa programme which is named the Africa Investment Plan which supports
programmes which address the problems women experience when their activities
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interfere with major economic issues. Foremost amongst these was the "food crisis"

and she denied that UNIFEM has initiated two main programme lines in addressing this

. issue..;,She. informed the meeting that UNlFEM's annual programme budget, excluding'

staff costs amounted to $US 5.1 million and $USl 6.2 million in1 1987 and'^1'988

respectively. This, she assured, is expected to increase at a rate of. about 20 percent

per annum. Finally, she said that Africa's share Represents about 25 per cent.of

UNIFEM's programme budget. . > ' :•■ - \i!t.;Mi-.-\ \ . '■ ortTv."."*??

■'■'*■ * . . .■•;,•■•■.■ \' .■ .; ,1. -tO-HV/ttci
■■■-'■■ i ,' \ -.y .„ ■

203.. The representative ofUNFPA recalled the policy objective of the Fund'which! are.

to ensure that women participate in and benefit from all the programmes and projects

that It supports. The Africa region is a priority region for UNFPA. In 1987, the.Fu'n'd

adopted a strategy for UNFPA assistance to sub-Saharan Africa. Within the/coht'e'xt

of the Africa Strategy and the organizational strategy on Women, Populatiori^ahd

Development, the Fund has elaborated an action plan for the improvement of the'role

and status of African women in the 1990s, taking into account the socio-cultural

situation of the region. ■ /v.>- -.-

204. The focus of the Fund's support t,o sub-Saharan Africa is the protection arid

improvement of the health of women and children, the promotion of safe motherhood;

improvement and expansion of the outreach and quality of services, particularly to' .

rural areas. Other UNFPA-suppovted activities include IEC as part of MCH/FP

programmes, the incorporation of family life educatioVi in the curriculum of the formal1
school curriculum and in literacy programmes; training of womenin health an^nori'P ■

health fields; strengthening of institutions, including women's machineries andNGOs;

the.integration of population into developrnentplannjng and integrated, multifaceted

projects for women. , I ■ . ■ nia«:- i*w

I. ■ ■ ■■. o-i-.iofcvv

205. The representative of the Bank said that over the past severai'decades^the'i
Bank's major contribution has been to support governments in the attainmentof-'spcial'

and economic development-.and improved quality of life in developing countries?

recognizing the important role women play in social and economic developmeht:."-:;Iri;

1987, the Bank established a WID Unit in its headquarters in Washington to encourage
better integration of gender issues in existing and planned World Bank projects". She'

said that the Bank finances!biUions of dollars of development projects across Africa'. ■

The major projects financed include agriculture, health, population, education",'1'
industry, water and communication, rn 1989, the Bank initiated a women'-in

agricultural development projects to ensure that technical information and inputs-
reach women farmers. Also, in the last few weeks the Bank undertook a major WID

assessment mission to Identify some of the major constraints focusing onwomen in

development with specific reference to Nigeria, as a result of the mission's findings1-
the Bank, in collaboration with the Government, will tackle a package of activities
covering all aspects of WiD activities. . .- -.:. : -.!■•.* <:

206.. In this context the World Bank will continue to; have high-level dialogue"andv'
policy discussions to ensure that appropriate actions are undertaken'!;by the';
Government to sustain gains made by women so far :and further at the turn of the'
century. . . . ..; ,..,.;, .

20,7,.. The representative of ECOWAS reported that Initially the Treaty-establishing*"
the community had no special provision for women, even though it was recognized''"'
that women were one of the s'ocial categories whose problems were liriked to the socialVl
and economic development of the subregion. However, in 1983, the Heads'of State1 andT'^
Government meeting in Conakry, Guinea adopted decision A/Res;i/5/83relatingto thV'Li-
mobilization of the different sections of the population in the^in'tegration pro:cess;tr'
Since, women had shown considerable interest in ECOWAS, member .'State's !wereV-

•■„)"
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requested to co-operate towards the creation of a WestjAfrican Women's Association,.-:_ .■

to ensure the effective mobilization of women. j ','./.■•■. i'iffi'-vV'^

| • ■ ■■ vrihkf ••.-:..■■•
208. Thus, the statutes of the West African Women's Association were considered

adopted at a meeting of E;COWaS Ministers of Social Affairs held in Dakar in

1987. They were then referred to the Council of Ministers in Abuja. (de<

A/Dec/4/7/87). The Association later became the first regional body to be granted the "l .

status of a specialized institution of ECOWAS. . ..()1:'. . -

209. The ECOWAS representative said further that activities on women *irj.T ',-
development, within the cornmunitv, should not be confined to the Social Affairsr V
Division alone but should-be reflected in the programmes of all technical divisions. , ..

With such an .arrangement, women's issues wii! hr.< adequately covered in ECOWAS/;^.',
programmes related to trade &nd customs, industry, agriculture, natural resourjces,^", .

economic, research and statistics as well as legal matters, and all of the technical' .j^,,;
fields in which other ECOWAS departments function. With the elaboration of this'plan..,fi..,"

by the secretariat, it should be possible for member States to,' pursue;.-.._„,_ ,o

implementation of the Arusha Strategies through collective action at"ttie'regional"**"

level.

■ ■ ■ -.voAtj'i1* ■■■■»'
210. The representative of the FEMN'ET detailed the historical development^of-,. ,...^;

FEMNET and further stated that FEMNET assisted in strengthening the role of non'-'^.,0. !
governmental organizations th/ai. focus on women's development process in Africa, an'drjj ..'..
creating an infrastructure and netv.ork arrangements for NGOs. FEMNET's 1989^"!..],

programme focuses on "Afi'icari'women and household food security", and FEMNET had

organized seminars and had cbihiborated in activii-ies with women's organizations.; , .. .

She stated that FEMNET published quarterly "FEMNET News" as part of its network'':'
arrangement. . "n[ .' ,. .

211. The representative of the United Nations international Trade Centre

indicated that the Centre's strategy had focused its activities in a number of relevant,'

areas. At vJha national lev«l, e.iforts havt! betri rrsade to ensure that women.,''

entrepreneur? and goverrirnent. officials h^n^fii; from the:specialized technical advice ;

provided by ITC." At the sn^rogional lovel. sr.raUigies geared towards women's

development were being conceived and complementary projects were being,

implemented. For example, in iy87. ITC initiated an interregional preparatory,

assistance project in order to fay a systematic and comjirehensive foundation fbifan

integrated global strategy to improve the participation of women in trade. Specialized ',
training events have been presented and recommendations have resulted ,in"";

constructive follow ups. ■ " "'"'■■■' ""

212. In the future, ITC wiJi JiVy greater emphasis on the development o^^
oriented projects with emphas;is on human resource development in marketing and'

•export promotion of agricultural products, handicrafts and agro-based, industrial-

products which will directly benefit women. '.'"" ;'-)iV"'

ti^213. The representative of the; Harlem Women's Co;amittee - New Future foundation,^,;
Inc. presented two resolutions for consideration by the Conference. '

214. Established in 1973 this NGO was focusing on providing a package ofVduca'tionai V^,
tools at the grass-root level. It contains vocational training - education'and familyir'.'..
planning. Funds -tierc: mainly provided by UNICEF in addition to various bilateral'-'... T
donors. ' ,' " ""''J

215. In presenting her report theTAMWA r-2pressr.tative stated thatTAMWA was one,]. "
of the many NGOs in Tanzania that carried out activities towards the implementation
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of the Arusha Strategies for the advancement of women as the voice for the voiceless'.^,.

Media women had produ^d a r^iarlr.-rly "SAUTI VA SIX!" published in English'and\~\.
Kiswahili.. ■ TAMWA promoted .discussions on'health issues maternal mortality ana*'*'"
morbidity .with specific emphasis on teenage pregnancies. The purpose of the

association was to sensitize ,and mobilize communities over issues. TAMWA hada.,

research unit for collecting data on issues, which could be used for planning'and !.

improving the development process. ... ..'. fc... ..

216. The representative of the Executive Director of UNICEF emphasized the'

importance of the Arusha Strategies because they underscored the need to safeguard: '.

the role of women in agriculture, food production industry and human resources; r

development, and also because they stressed the importance of continuous monitoring., .

.of the'deteriorating social and economic conditions of African, women. In1 this/;I:

connection, she noted that UNICEF had intensified its co-operation with gov^rnrient^
as exemplified by the fact that in a response t.o the African crisis, whose.impac't.was1^
most severe on women and children. UN'ICEF's programme expenditure in .'the'region^ .
nearly doubled from SUS 73.5 million in 1984 to SUS 146 million in 1988, or.36'p.er,*cent,7'
of the total expenditure. . .. ,r.ft. v^;.

217. Consequently, ,UNICEF had evolved and adopted y,c.lear policy on women within "

the framework of its co-operation programmes. In order to operationalize the policy;

the Executive Beard approved an implementation strategy in 1987 whereby the . ."

concerns of women and girls were vo be addressed withinfthe total country programmes^

and in all its core sectors, such as health, education, waiter and sanitation, nutrition j^;,

and household food security.', 'in this regard, UNICEF co-operated with 46 African,.',., (.

countries and was promised to assist, independent .Namibia. Through situation ! ,■. '

analyses, conducted for every new fi've-yGar country programme, UNICEF was able to,' ...

identify some of the critical issues facing African women in the changing conditions' .. . ..

of development..

218. The representative of UNICEF drew attention to the excessive high levels of,. .=

maternal mortality rate which ranged between 500 and 700 in every 100,000'live' .. .
births', chronic anaemia, malnutrition and more recently AIDS were also problems .that'll,. '
needed attention because of their consequer.^u on the family and community. '".'!','*•'/

219. She reported that UN/CEF paid particular attention tot he following.areasf.'iai^/j*Jltt.
integrated health-care with particular focus on maternal and child health (MCH)^'l':'.,'\,[
especially regarding campaign to immunize children against the six^chlld-kilier^,"';,''-'
diseases; (b) UNICEF supported the training and equipment of mid-wives, MCH nurses*'^'r..'-
traditional birth attendants and village health workers with a view tp/rehdyring'.! ^.'.
better services to women as an integral part of the safe motherhood progra'mme;'(c)-'
household food and economic-security as highlighted in UNICEF studies entitled.
"Adjustment with a Human Facr-11. '' '' ,Ui ;;'

220. The representative of UNICEF concluded her statement by appealing to n^.,
women to collectively and unanimously support and workfor the promotion of Africa's" '
women and children in a truly sustainable and equitable human-focused development- .
process. ' ' ' ! ■•■■■■-

221.. Speaking on behalf of the Bahai International Community, the representative of,.
Bahai stated that her organization regarded the emancipation of women as one ofjhV! j" V
most important, though less acknowledged, prerequisites of world peace. Bahai had" .'.!/'..'..
initiated a wide range of activities in Africa to enhance the status, involvement and",',"'
responsibility of women in development. Consequently, Bahai's developmentefforts ''''■
most often focused on education, primary health care and hygiene and improving food,
production ali of which (these sectors) require the full participation of women. '/:' ',/,:
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222. In many African nations, Bahai's women were taking the initiative to educate

themselves and to work with other African women to improve their ability to provide

for their faciiities. In conclusion, she stated that, as a whole, theBahai International

Community and its communities of Africa were committed to the full economic recovery
and development of Africa. t

1 .:'•:' f :
Report on the Integration of Women in Development and on the Implementation of the-

Arusha Strategies for the Advancement of Women in'Africa (agenda item 5) ,•*»....■«.,:-
' ■ ' ..." .' "i" ~-'-Ki ."jv1 ■ r'.

223. In presenting her report, the ECA representative stated that document

E/ECA/ATRCW/RC/WD.4/3 supplemented the assessment made by member countries/ori-.

the implementation of the Arusha Strategies. She stressed that the objectiv^f/the
report was to review activities undertaken in the implementation of -the^Xrusha

Strategies between 1989. She explained that information towards the assessment.was.
obtained from various sources through questionnaires that were sent out by ECA,to

member States and United Nations agencies. The review exercise covered activities

undertaken by Governments, United Nations agencies, NGOs, international, national
and subregional organizations and institutions. The review, focused on activities and

the situation of women in the various sectors of national development and;gave a

rundown of progress and setbacks in the participation of women in the following-

sectors education and training; employment; agriculture and food production;
population, health and nutrition; environment: and decision-making and politics. .,-_■.'

224. She analyzed the crucial aspects of women's lepal status in line with formal law',
and customary law and emphasized the roles and activities of NGOs; regional

organizations/institutions: ATRCW and United Nations agencies in the implementation
of the Arusha strategies.

225. She reiterated the progress made in the various sectors and pointed out that
despite the gains made there was still much more to be done and that new areas for",
action had emerged and needed attention, such as the debt crisis, Africa's economic*
structural adjustment programmes and resource flows to women. ' : '"' *

226. -Prom the ensuing discussion, various observations were made on education-arid,\
training adding that there were cultural factors which affected attitudes and hence '
school attendance. These factors needed to be identified to permit a better approach/,
to non-formal education. She also called for the development of resolutions on
increasing women's access to education

<v,-f;-> ;••■■.'.

strategies for improving women's access to education and training in science'an'd
technology [agenda item (i)]; ~ " fi ~——7-''

training programmes and professional scientific undertakings. She highlighted .the'
„'*,"the documentprovlded policy guidelines and strategies needed for improving ,
women's access to education and training in science and technology. ' °," .

rL!!f He e?fUhlg de''ate' ParticiPants tanked the secretariat for including ■■
d t^fn, , all-™P0Jtant "Strategies for improving women's access to education .
d training in science and technology" and a number of observations and suggestions '"

iT't Hherf^^ WWCh rJle secretariat »« ^1«e«ed to analyze^dS^
to davelopmg concrete proposals or, the socio-economic and socio-cultural
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factors militating against giris; access to scientific and technological education. The

Conference laid particular emphasis on combining traditional culture, with modern
education, a method that would enable girls to havelaccess to scientific education/. ■

It was suggested that women's scientific societies should be created, if possible.a'tthe,

national, subregional and regional levels. Finally, participants requested tha't the
statistical data contained in the document should be'updated. , . .....t; ;.,u,

229. The Conference took due note of all these observations. . , ,,,. . y n^.^!

Nigeria's experience on strategies for improving women's access to education 'and
training In science and technology [agenda item 6(ii)l . ,r .-^■:

230. The representative of Nigeria, presenting her country's experience, .established .
the importance of scientific and technological education in development.' She went on
to rationalize the need for improving and increasing women's access to education,>,

science and technology. She presented a situational analysis of world-wide

differences and importance with respect to the inclusion of women educationf,and,"
training in physical science and technology. She added that the situation in .Africa,

was not too different from that in other parts of the world. ,,,... ^.^

231. Like in other countries, fewer girls than boys attended school, urban dwellers;

had greater and better access to education than their rural counterparts and. girls

with higher socio-economic backgrounds had greater access to higher educatVon.^

Nigeria, she stated, like other African countries adopted a national policy on science

and technology with greater focus on agriculture and food production,;agro-allied-.

Industries, health and health-care delivery. The national policy also called ftjr;,
greater effort towards encouraging women to enrol in science and technology,-,

programmes. . . . .... *;,.,. tt;\ sri.? '-'■>

232. From the Nigerian experience, there were many socio-cultural, socio-.ecpnomic^

and environmental factors influencing women's access to credit. Other factoVs,tOf.J
enrolment in academics, of ineffective guidance and counselling equally,'influenced,,

women's access to credit.
■■;

£33. She proposed strategies for improving women's access to education.and^rainirig.-

iri'science and technology and suggested that their implementation would go, a long ^

way in changing the ongoing situation which effected women's access to scientific.and...

technological education. ,' .-^.^a ,:;

234. She also cited factors such as lack of employment-opportunities for women in the

engineering field saying that this discouraged wornenjfrom entering these fields and ,
hence women seem to engage themselves more in siich areas as pharmacy.i*MSheV;
proposed that case studies should be carried out to identify the positive and negative

factors affecting women's opportunity for education in the areas of science; and

technology. Suggestions were also made for detailed research into reasons why girls

hesitate to venture into the fields of science and technology. Concern was raised as ■

to the appropriateness of teaching methodologies as some countries could.not,^

understand why certain girls demonstrated aptitude for scientific and practical it

projects, and summed up by stating that there were apparent problems as'soc'iate'd with.,-.:

teaching methodologies and teachers1 effectiveness. It was also obserVedrthat..;
countries that had revised their educational system to render it universal had to
some extent, broken the gender bias. It was recommended that successful females in:.-;:

the field of science and technology should be identified and used as modeis,,forr!i
encouraging girls into these fields. A suggestion was made for exchange prograjlunes.-;*;i
between educational institutions, lectures and teachers in the field of science and'J.^
technology. . '",' '-i.-V'., ■■
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Employment Development

(agenda itsm 7)

235. A representative of the secretariat introduced document. .

E/ECA/ATRCW/RCIWO.4/4 on This item. She indicated that African economies were

characterized by a more or lessfembryonic informal sector and a rapidly changing rural, ,;
sector. Therefore, the involvement of African women'in the informal sector was,,,"

considered an appropriate solution u» the serious problem of women in employment.,

/ She-declared tftPt at a time when national structural adjustment programmes were .

■ being developed, the document, sought ways of making certain socio-economic sectors;-,

, such as agriculture, industry., commerce and handicrafts generate informal activities ^
capable of supporting a national self-reliant and self-sustained development iV

strategy that would include women. ■ ■-■": ,. ..;

236. During the ensuing debate, participants thanked the secretariat for raising such..(.

a topical'issue that directly affected the daily lives of most African women. TJiey^.
called for the institution of training mechanisms at the level of the informal sector.;_.

An information and documentation mechanism was also to be set up to permit a better
understanding of the sector. African Governments should assist women in this.sector,,

by providing both training (management, education) and physical facilities. - liflf;t^i:

237.'-.Finally, it was requested'that such a study or. the informal sector should

all African countries. } j:/f>

238. The Conference took no re of a!3 the above recommendations.

!/tr

The flow of resources to women in Africa within the context of food and debt crisis .:_

(agenda item 8) . . /; ,:

239.. A representative of the secretariat introduced documen.t,.;

E/ECA/ATRCW/kCUVD.4/6 concerning the "Flow of resources to women in Africa within

the context of food arid debt, crisis". She Indicated that the document addressed three

important issues:.food., debt, and resource flows which affect the integration of women

in development and the implementation of the Arusha Strategies for the advancement:

of women in Africa. Among thf'rnany causes of Africa's current socio-economic crisis, >

she-said, was the failure of the agricultural sector to meet the food needs of the,

African population. This has culminated in food insecurity, food dependence and food.

aid. If the present trend continued, she added, sub-Saharan Africa would experience'
unprecedented food deficits that would be particularly problematic for women both as,,

food producers and as mistresses of thoir households. -i(', .. '

240. Con tinning, she said thav.tho crisis aboul which mvich has been written consisted.

. of the determination of the overall economic performance of African economies which

show that Jow income Africa was better off in j9G0 than it was in 1986. The rpot.'of

the crisis she said was low productivity. Purthorrnnre. Africa, she stated, had'th'e^

fastest rate of population growth of ail regions ir> the world, per capita income had' '

been declining. Those hit hardest by this decline, she noted, were the poorest '

members of society of whom the majority were women. Site observed further that some-!,-

of the measures governments have undertaken to cope with the crisis had in fact".'

worsened women's situation. For these reasons, an examination of resource flows'.'to,;-
women needed to be undertaken in the context of the deep-rooted economic and socialj ,

malaise that was eornmoniy referred t.n as the African crisis. . *"■

241. She stated that a consideration of resourco flows must start with the recognition

that, in the final analysis, domestic resources should play a greater role than foreign'
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resources if development was to \y> muoricmous and sustainable. External resources

however instrumdUai tr-.Gy ma\- we in the ;ni;.:al phase, she added, cannot be a;-'

substitute for indigenous effort. \n fact, the litmus test of their usefulness wa's'the ""

extent to which they mako further internal a^'.-i?! ancn unnecessary. For this reason,

a long-term perspective must underscore the importance of domestic resources.-■
* ■ '../'■.'

242. Referring to UN'FPA's programme in relation to resource flows, sine said'that of;

the priority areas in the strategy for UNFPa's assistance to sub-Saharan Africa-1

adopted by the UNDP/UNFPA Governing CounoiJ in 1987 was the improvement'of the1 •

role and status of women. The Funds assistance to this area dates to a much'earlier1

period, although on a modest scale. Africa was a priority region for UNFPA-arid'the ":

principal vehicle for implementing the Africa Strategy is the country programme.1-'

Siric'e 1987, total UNFPA assistance to the approved 37 country programmes amounted-" ■

to $US 180.65 million. Resources approved for the 1988-1991 regional programme'was ;:

$US 36.4 million. Most of the Fund's activities such asMCH/FP, IEC and data collection "

benefited women. Additionally, she si.at.ed that. UMFPA supported special projects for ■ -

womfen and programmed for the 1087-J 901 period an amount of $Si6 milliohJ/'This
represented three times the amount expended in the period 1969-l'986.; '*-t v,?l V.T.-,.;

243. Turning to the debt issues, she said thai in recent years. Africa's external'deb't^1-'

burden had increased phenomenally. As of ] 9S8 she-reported that it amounted tb'SUS'-'5

230 billion. This figure represented more than 3i per cent of the region's total GDP

and more than 31 4 per cent of the annual value of exported goods and services/While'- ■

the debt-service ratio reached -i-0 per cent thai y'^ar, the situation had'remaihed '

unhealthy in spite of rescheduling, and there had bten great difficulties in securing

new loans. The African debt --.risis, she continual, had particularly devastating'.-

effects on women as producers of dom.estic foods owing to undue emphasis being placed

on the production ot export crops aimed a: correcting the balance-of-paym'ent '
deficits. ■ '•:-.•" .•* :;

244. The paper also pointed our. that in terms of resource flow and allocation'; women :

\were tremendously disadvantaged and marginalized, despite the fact that the :

gd.yernments of the region had become more conscious of women's concerns tH'ari-'th'ey'

were a few years back. However, -.vofnon's concerns were not accorded the seriousness4^

they deserved in the plans and budget documents of most States: One^b'vious1'11'
.•manifestation, she said, was the plan or budget member States needed to be assisted"'-''

by the international community in making refug&o and displaced women to actively '-
: participate in activities for the improvement of their welfare in refugee camps'and to
help attain self-reliance. Ho informed the participants of the steps the^OAU'was ''

", taking r.o ensure women's representritjon on the African Commission on Human-anti
Peoples' Rights. He d«scnh*sd the OAU's efforrs ir- the drafting of theAfrican Charter' ■
for the Rights and WeJfar<: of the Child. ',

246. During the discussion thin: ensued, a general consensus emerged that peace
would never be achieved without Africans th^mc-lves meaningfully addressing the ■
problem of refugees and displaced persons. Vr. this connection, both the OAU andth'e '
ECA secretariats were caJled upon vo r.ake special measures to vigilantly address the-
problem of refugees and displaced women and children and to work towards enabling '•
women to participate actively not only in the development endeavours of their

countries of asylum but also of their countries of origin. Special concern was'

expressed with regard to children who wero born jn exile and who ran the;risk of

becoming Stateless persons, in that connection, countries of origin were'called upon '
to consider declaring general amnesty Tor their nationals in exile to return home'-and '
asylum countries were ask-;d u, grant citizent;h \->. Women in countries concerned were
also called upon to seriou&iy srudy tt:e situation o' refugees and displaced women and
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children in their respective countries and to endeavour to mobilize resources locally

or otherwise in favour of uprooted communities. " /.. r.... .,

Celebration of the tenth anniversary of ARCC (agenda item 10) ... :

249. The inaugural ceremony was honoured by the presence of Her Excellenc^Mrs.

Maryam Babangida, the First Lady of Nigeria, and Her Excellency Mrs. Nana Agyemari

Rawlings. Attending this opening ceremony werelalso honourable ministers and

invited guests including past. ARCC presidents. The Conference heard, keynote

•addresses by its Chairperson, the ECA Executive Secretary, the First Lady'of Ghana

ahd'-Her Excellency Mrs. Babangida. This was followed by an official opening[and

inspection of the ECA exhibition by H.E. Mrs. Banbangida. , ' . ^'^tC'-J
- fit! ■■ ■ '*■"' ' '/'[ J**1'1'*

250. In the afternoon session, the President of ARCC expressed her gratification that

the fourth Conference and the commemoration of ARCC's.tenth anniversary had been.

successfully organized. She thanked all the dignitaries who had come to grace!the"

opening ceremony with their presence, in particular Mrs. Babangida1.: She went'/onto"

stress the effectiveness with which ARCC had worked in spite of the" fact thafitno
longer had subregional committees. She hoped that the Executive Secretary'of.ECA

would continue his good work and that ARCC could be sustained by increasing'its^
resources. ' "\J.'"^'\ V"'

251. Mrs. Mariama Sow of Guinea, former President of ARCC, reaffirmed her faith in the

integration of women in development and maintained that the activities of ARCC

should be pursued. Madam Margaret Intandikye of Burundi, another former President-

of ARCC. also indicated, along with Dr. Margaret SnydW, that ARCC still had a capital',
role to play in the integration of women in development. .l;,. V, =.,.

252:.- In her statement, Dr. Snyder said that ARCC linked women institutionally:.witii".
the ECA Conference of Ministers - ECA's highest policy organ. Continuing, she'said"
that in celebrating the tenth anniversary of ARCC. the Conference was celebrating

African women farmers.merchants, entrepreneurs, administrators, politiciansf^rthe,
influence they have had not only on their own countries and region, but on'women-
worldwide.

253. She noted that the second global awareness had come from African women.At is?
African women, she said, who have proved beyond any doubt that women everywhere
were central not only to family life but also to the survival and the development of

their countries' economies and societies. The institutional and operational actions
that African women took served as models for women worldwide. In conclusion, she
said that the message must continue to go out that women's condition can enhance or'
impede the progress of whole societies. There was also the need to strengthen the
Institutions that have baen created and an increase in the flow of resources.7'"'/?-■' ■

254. Finally, the representative of Kenya proposed thkt Nigeria should be designated' '
honorary member of ARCC. The proposal was seconded by the representative of the
Niger. It was also proposed that an expert group be constituted to monitor and'
loiiowup the implementation'of the Abuja Dectaratior. ' *'"

255. In her opening statement, the Conference Chairperson noted that Africahad-''
never lacked well-articulated nation*] or regional-development plans. And yet '
development had continued to elude it. The gap between formulation of plans and,,
programmes on the one hand, and their implementation, co-ordination and monitoring *'U
on the other, had to be bridged. That problem, especially as it pertained to women's , .
development, continued to exist with grave consequences. As regarded ".'the'
implementation of the Arusha Strategies, she noted the absence of a focal machinery v'
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or organ for women in most African countries. Thus, women development or affairs

were often dealt with by a department in the ministry for social development.which

also had responsibility for youth, sports, culture, the destitute, etc.

256. She noted that placing women's development in such a context was a carry'-"over .
from colonial past when African women were regarded as objects of recreation'(as in

spojt) or art (as in culture) 6r social liabilities (as wich destitute), rather than.assets:

iti'the development process.lSuch perception of Africa'n womenneeded to be corrected: -.

She'concluded by calling for the creation of national focal machinery which would.be

responsible for formulating, monitoring, co-ordinating and.impleraenting'-pplicies

wHich'ensured women's development. That type of institutional framewprk;should
have direct access to the highest executive power of the country.■.-In .addition,:it

should also have enough legal and constitutional protection to guarantee its

continued existence irrespective of political changes. ,«.•■ r.j.r-« \03V

■ ■■.;- : V-iiM.!? or1 :

257. In his statement., the Executive Secretary of EGA thanked Her Excellency. Mrs.-

Babanglda for graciously accepting to.honour the occasion with her presence and-to '

officiate at the opening ceremony. He noted that the presence of so many-

distinguished guests reflected, on the one hand, the strong bond and solidarity-thai .

existed among women regionally and internationally and, on the other, a recognition

of past achievements of ARCC and confidence in the work ARCC was to undertake:Iri:

the future.

.-"*. it. ■ I £ ■-'
258. On so historic an occasion he could not help butVrecall the circumstances ..under:

which ARCC had been established in Nouakchott, Mauritania, inOctober 1977».bThati

had, been the first EGA Regional Conference for jthe Integration-.of Wpmen'Ain>

Development and 35 member^Governments had been represented. Under the leadership;

of Mme. Aissata Kane, that Conference had requested the Executive Secretary of ECA

to consult the Commission's>Conference of Ministers with a view to taking necessary*
action for the establishment: , -., ■•■ />*•" ...,i>

' (a) At the regional level, of the Africa Co-ordinating Committee.,for-;-.the.
Integration of Women in Development; and .... ■.-.M^cHai

(b) At the subregional level, committees for the implementation of plans of
action for the integration of women in development within the framework .of the
existing MULPOCs. .L ,

259. In making such a recommendation, the Conference had been concerned with the i
fact that African women constituted a significant portion of the labour force in.the-;
region and had traditionally been deeply involved in'the production and marketing-.
of agricultural products as well as in shaping the .attitudes and minds of their;-
children. He pointed out that as a followup to the recommendation of the Conference U
ECA had convened the first meeting of ARCC. in 1979/:to discuss and adopt its terms
of reference. Subsequently .Jithe ECA Conference of Ministers, in its resolutiori;365"^
(XIV) of 27 March 1979, had-adopted the structure ami terms of reference for ARCC :•"
Over the past 10 years, ARCC activities had covered programmes directed at women-*'"
within the African region. He concluded by making an appeal for the Conference'to ;
come up with proposals that will ensure the continuity of ARCC. That exercise
required ARCC to mobilize resources for financing women's- programmes-^

Statement by Mrs. Nana Konadu Agyeman Rawlings, First Lady of Ghana ■ ■ 2mrnin.sv-T^

0.. Mrs. Rawlings began her opening staternentwith, an appeal torAfricanmen not'>b
to feel threatened by their women's determination to play amore active rolein solving- ;
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1 "ttieanguish or deprivation.

' ,"^261." Mrs. Rawlings noted that African women had to combine many roles^in."'the

': 'production and reproduction arenas. Thus, the question was not one-of "integrating

women in development", but rather how to achieve'integrated development through

women or routing development", but rather, how to:achieve integrated development

through women or routing development through women. Despite the fact tnat'wqrnen

had always been at the centre of the struggle for economic growth and development,

that reality had not been recognized by African societies. Women .must-, therefore,

1 gain access to scientific and statistical education in order to reverse the distorted

social and economic analysis that took place without their involvement.

Consequently, even the most well -meaning of men sometimes missed elementary truths

about social reality because they saw things from the perspective of gender. A

mixture of traditional ideas and modern rnai« attitudes had not enabled women to

exercise all their capabilities and contribute their full quota to national development.

Men must therefore be educated on the importance of according equal rights, and

opportunities to women at' all iev&is of national life. * *

262. After noting the Ghanaian Government's efforts to formulate constructive
programmes of gender-partnership in all aspects of its social organizatipVCand
administration, Mrs. RawHngs noted the need for joint action at the continental level.

ECA had an important role to play in the process. . . .Vj*-.-,!

263. On the question of population probJems in Africa, she observed that despite the

fact that it: was women who bore chiidrovi. provided the bulk of subsistence agriculture

to cater for trie family's food needs, stretched their income, whether from their own

labour or from the money their husbands provided to cater for the basic needs of the

family, the choice was ail too supplement, that made by their partners. She called on

every African woman to assert herself on the issue- of family planning. Women.must

insist on their rights which were conferred upon them by their unique contribution to

the nurturing of their peoples.

264. In conclusion Mrs. Rav/Un^s observed thai; relative to other developing regions,

the continent was not making any economic headway. Thus, malnutrition deformed

millions of our children before they had had a chance in life. Indeed, 10,000 of such

children died everyday of causes that wore linked to malnutrition and lack of basic

health care. The vast majority of African people lived in abject poverty and tried to

survive in an environment that was; hostile in so niany ways: women in Africa'must

therefore rise to the- challenges of the continent so that Africa of the twentyrflrst

century would be a worthyplace for thfiir chiklren to flourish in. "' ' ■''■"' ' '

'Address by Mrs. Maryam r. 'Babanp.ida, First Lady of Nigeria ' ■'■'-■——-

265. Mrs. Babangida .said that she had keenly followed and observed the ebb and flow

of events in ARCC for the past five years and oculd confidently assert ttiat-.'the

Committee had under successive, compassionate leadership, undertaken a long'series
of steps aimed at strengthening the provisions of its mandate. In that regard;,vshe
paid a special tribute to Professor Adebayo Adedeji. Executive Secretary bfECA/.for,

not only arduously promoting the objectives of ECA but also for painstakingly malcing

detailed arrangements for the Conference p.nd the ARCC celebrations.' .,,."'-■-.

266. She observed that vvhen aRCC ha;! been established in Rabat. Morocco iri'1979,
its primary task had Itef-n to monitor and co-ordinat'* activities which were designed
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to promote the advancement of women in the region. She was therefore gratified to

'note that both the country and regional papers presented in the Conference.ahd the

'■''discussions that had followed indicated that African Governments had begun'tjp'deyise

. 4.. creative ways in which women could participate more effectively in their,'domestic
environment and national syiAems. Along v/ith jihe tfide range of measures "and

strategies being suggested, it was imperative for AP.CC to carry forward the goals-and

'■objectives of the. past to fulfilment, in the future. Consequently, the first task of,'the

■'■.Conference in reassessing AttCC had been to look beyond the rhetorical struggle to

''^eliminate the heavy weight of discrimination against women and set pragmatic

'■'■' 'directions for the future. . . .,!,,

■■■.-.■ ■!',;■ iMirf
■" '2'67. In addition, Mrs. .Babangida noted thai; while African Governments^had

■ ;: legislation that did provide for equality bstwnon men and women, the erif6r.ce'ment

■ "aspect was often inadequate. ... ;.;,;0,j;,.

r/'-J268. She recalled the need to forge a new optimism oui of the enormous burdens.,and
workload that seemed to daiinl. women. If right questions were asked and same]major

'_ goals set them together, women had a chance to forge a stronger Africa, arid a-more

/"'human, productive and satisfying lives for all. This, she rioted, would certai'nly.not
"■'■ -be easy. There would, no doubr.. be some halts or failures along the way, but in the

long run, African women must succeed because they really had no choice.'

269. Mrs, Babangida also saluted sister Africans |in South Africa's homelands .who

were subjected to double discrimination both as 'African and as women under the.

obnoxous system of aj>ari.he]ri_. Sn.e rsassur&d Uiem lihat Africa's hopes and aspirations

for them would be attained. The 'chv vistas unfolding in Namibia fueled her hope that

at the next international forum or African Scai.esJ Namibian women and men would

*' assume their legitimate place, unencumbered by apartheid and racism. ' ,'.\.-.

270. She concluded by congratulating ARCC and EOA on their achievements over'.the

past dscade. She hoped that ARCC's second decade' would be marked by giant strides

and gains by African v.oracii. b&cause *:he w.ori*;i was watching and expected a great

.. deal from them. She pleaded with African woman to constitute themselves into a vital

resource that t.he.contin'.vp.t nno the world could not afford to waste, as they, looked

forward to the ulirnat.e and total inlograt-icn of African women in Africa and global

development. ' . ...

PANEL DISCUSSION . ^^'i^',

Theme: African Recovery and Socio-economic .^;:-i./

Transformation: What challenges for women? ! '.'i".T"!,'.,

Sub-theme: The Sucio-economic Trajisformation of Africa: Justification for

■. i . >', :\ ^ (*•

271. This sub-theme was introduced for discussion by Mr. B. Mutharika of ECA.'^ He

indicated that the strategy for Africa in the 103Os was to revitalize, its',sp'cio-

economic growth in order to significantly reduce mass poverty, social degradation and

lack of economic opportunities. According to that strategy, balanced structural

adjustment ajid transformation formed the epicentre of socio-economic activities

aimed at transforming u\)'l modernizing the rural (informal) sector of the'African

economies so that the undor-privileged sections of the population, particularly women
and children, could have access to decent living standards.
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272. With regard to women, he indicated that these strategies called for;. .the

implementation of specific policies based on thiy following considerations: (a)

elimination of inadequate participatory mechnisms prejudicial to women:,, (b)

significantly improving women's enterpreneuriaj and managerial skills "and
capabilities; (c) developing practical policies to capital and financing as well as to

science and technology; (d) changing the social framework to enable women,rto

participate fully in the organization of production a_nd distribution. ,,.'., '■%,,

Sub-theme: Overcoming socio-cultural obstacles to African women's effective

'.''.. participation in development . r\i^n'

273. This sub-theme was introduced by Mrs. Wambui Karanja of ECA.^whose
presentation briefly analyzed African women's participation in the informal-sector,

showing how they operated under severe handicaps. As was the case in agricultural
production, women in the African informal sector face a heavy work burden resulting

from their obligation to combine many activities at the same time. Socio-cuitural.
attitudes prejudically to female entrepreneurs took the form of denial of a whole range

of vital resources that would have enabled them to develop their enterprises. She

recommended action that would enable women to credit. NGOs should give more

attention to the plight of women in the formal sector, and financially assist small-

scale entreprises and review legal instruments with a. view to enabling the effective

participation of women in the informal sector. , ..... ,ri '■

274. The argument of the disussant, Mrs. Amtnata Traore of Cote d'lvoire, had.not

fully addressed the structural adjustment programme'proposed by the World Bank and

the IMF. Participants felt that the open ought to have proposed guidelines for

solutions within the context of ECA's African Alternative Framework to. Structural

Adjustment Programmes for Socio-economic recovery and transformation.

275. Participants felt that the informal sector was a very important sector requiring

special attention. They indicated also that the survival problems of most Africans4n
that! sectors particularly women had not been thoroughly examined. ;.j.-.'( .v. -

■2.?6' ■■ FinaJJy. the Conference indicated that for women to effectively, play theiijiyery
importantrole in the process of African recovery and socio-economic transformation,!
they should strive to understand the policy instruments and transformation proposed
by ECA. .. *;*';/;

Any other business (agenda item 11) ■»".*.\*-- ■

W .y5 tWs agenda item- the Honourable Minister of Social Affairs." of Senega^on*
behalf of her Government, informed participants that; her Government'had offeredW
host the fifth Regional Conference on the Integration^ Women in Development to be*
held in 1994 in Senega). The Conference took note of the offer. ... -^\u,V^

Adoption of the Abuia Declaration and the report (agenda item 12) ,.-:< y. o

278 After making the necessary amendments, the Conference endorsed the .Abuia

ftm!« M<!UWeCt t° the-ij(Jclusion Gf su^h actors as agriculture, environment^,
functional literacy. It was also observed that special attention be given-to the French-
text of the Conference report. The Conference also adopted seven resolutions after
minor amendments.

279 Having taken note of the draft report, it was proposed and agreeX'that*-
■JSr"1!? Tld SUbmit Vheir commenK an'«''" amendments directly,to ECA.whoiv
would finalize the report after receiving the amendments. This report has therefore
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included the amendments received by the secretariat from member States, United

Nations bodies and NGOs. . ■ .. .„ .

Closing ceremony of the Conference (agenda item 13)

■280". The ECA Executive ■ Secretary thanked all participants and. stressed, the

'significance of the conclusions and recommendations of the Conference, particularly
those contained in the Abuja Declaration. The deliberations had beendynamlc'and'b'f.

high order; he commended trie delegates for that. He thanked the Chairperson and the
"ottferrnembers of the Bureau for steering the meeting to a successful conclusion":'He

finally expressed appreciation and gratitude to the Government and people of Nigeria

for the welcome and hospitality given to delegates and participants. . . -,„ „... ,

281. In her closing statement. Mrs. Maryam 3abangida, the First Lady of Nigeria

thanked ail participants and commended their collective will and determinatidn'shown

in fulfilling the mandate and challenges given to them by President Babarigida at the

opening session of the Conference, thai is arriving at a Declaration which he described

as the "Abuja Scale". '.V!i.7-*.

282. After reviewing the relative accomplishments, she observed that a substantial

number of African nations had begun to make great progress especially in meeting the

educational needs of its women, but also noted that much more remained to be done.

The issue of the integration of women in development she said, was a long-term

process. She went on to identify urgent needs primary among which was the

underdeveloped state of statistics on women in the African continent. The.institute

viable and credible mechanisms for accurate data collecting, recordingand analyses

to- facilitate the planning and evaluation of the impact of women-oriented
programmes. : • ' ■ ''"'''ixS;;• '

283. Secondly, she said that there was an urgent need for. national and ..regional
institutes for women's studies and documentation centres in. Africa>whereJsj)ecif\c
research fields are represented with particular focus on women and education; women

and labour; employment of-women in different fields of work; and other relevant
research on women. Thirdly, she continued, there was need to reinforce the existing
■national machineries for accelerating the integration of women in development!°In
Nigeria, we can assert with confidence, she said, that some visible'actions were
already underway to create the much old ones for integrating women's issues'in'
development. On this, she referred to the foundation stone for the Centre for Women
Development which was laid in Abuja on 5 November 1989

284. Regarding the basic principles that sound decisions must be built on the best-
possible information and communication, she therefore strongly endorsed, the-
Declaration, she said that- while Arusha provided ius with Strategies, the Abuja'
Declaration had provided a Scale on which to weigh our goals and achieve a clearer-
v.sion of our duty not only t;6 the women of Africa but also to all Africans. ' ' ' ' '

i

285. She concluded her statement by ensuring participants that she planned to take"
the proceedings and present them to African Heads of State and Government as an.
integral part of the campaign strategy. She asserted that the perceptions of.the-
people.who formulate policies that affect women were crucial. It was therefore-!
important that they should use women's thinking as a basis for the evolution of new"
programmes and new actions and indeed, she added, new legislation, where necessary-'''
She urged both ECA and ARCC to constitute themselves into a continuing£$$%?
conVnuTnP t f Conf?'ence ,dld *<* ™™ "> an end, but that there ahould,b*a,
orgaSions "** * ^ quarterS' a1'1 releVant V;
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286. Finally, she T.hanJ<ed the Queen Mother Moore for her kind gesture, eloquence

and her great interest and support to the women of Africa. She expressed her

gratitude to the Fi/st iladies '.who participated in the Conference and to the

Governments of the various countries for their unflinching support and response to

women's aspirations.

287. Mrs. Babangida, First Lady of Nigeria, declared the Conference closed.
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DRAFT RESOLUTION 1

THE AEUJA ESCLARATION:

TOWARDS PARTICIPATORY DEVELOPMENT OF

AFRICAN WOMEN IN DEVgj.OFfiENT^W THE 1990s

The fourth African Kog-j.cna.l Coiu&rcnce op. the Integration of Women in

Having considered in depth i-he Abu.i* Ooci^rstiori: Towards participatory

development of African women in 'ie-vi-.'/.-r.-meTi:.1. in the 1990s as adov>l:,ed by the

Conferv.'ice ?.t its fourth sswr.irig held in Abuj*, Nigeria from 6 to .10 November

H-ivill^- noted that- the issues raised and concerns expressed, by the

Conference, with regard r.o the implemeri Nation of the Arusha Strategies'on the

Advancement of Worse:! ir. Africa., a:'•?.-■ consistent with the aforementioned

Declaration and reinforce the mandate of this Conference,

• £Hnd£ul of tlici n&eo. to acceier-i'.-e cho pace or implementat>ion'";ojf the
..: Aruriha Strategies and to take concerted action to mobilise support-from'every

quarter to promote women":-) par*oj.cipati.-n and integration in the development.

process.

. Mindful of the need for a socio-econcmic strategy for the 1990s1 enabling

women to fully play their roles and assume their responsibilities with*regard

to the conceptualisation, planning, design and implementation of programmes

conducive to long-term sustainable socio-oconomic transformation, ' iVl'-

Concerned by the dev^aL-Tt-ing iiapeict of Africa's socio-economic crisis and

the short-term structural arijastnient moasuros which hfeve aggravate.', the'sbcial

and lack of r conottio c-ptortiiniti«.« for women, '■ ':'r

Appr&cJ,a.trv5. of the( initiative taken by the ('onference which represents
an essential contribution to national, regional and international efforts to

improve the 'human condition in Africa.

1- Congratulates t:<e organisers of the Conference for their commendable

initiative to aBsesv; t.ht prorresa rr^.df, in the itupl.-vaentation of: the Arusha
Strategy es for the Advar-.cenien t oi Women in Africa, to identify problems-

im.peding ita overall imi>\ct and to recommend comprehensive measures whose
, irapleraentation at the nauion-sl . subregional. regional and ihternat.i.onal'.levels

would, accelerate the inl^gration of women in the development process1; ' J

Off ■ -'
Z. Effl2£fifi5£a its appreciation to Uie C^vqrnment of the Federal Republic

of Nigeria for its generosity i:i hodtiii^ lh& Conference and, in particular,
to Hit; Excellency the President o: the federal Republic of Nigeria and Mrs^
Maryam Babangida for their j.^adershi;» cole in ensuring the success of the
Conference;

. 3. .Euxiae.!: e2jaSi£3Sfi its aev^j- appreciation to the participating
Governments for ensuring high-level and fully motivated representation at the
Conference, and to the I'-uteci Nations, in particular UNDP, NGOs., I.GOs'and
othvr multilateral and bilateral doncr-s -ho contributed generously to the
organisation ox the ConrV r&not* vfnioh -rr.suited ir. the- Abuja Declaration;

\:V-
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_ 4. iLnfijicai? the bindings, collusions and recommendations of the
uwfsronce as set forth in the Auu.k, Declaration concerning participatory
development of African w\;inen i)\ tha i.:?:-)0s; ■

__ "'- Ssiidsii to subrair, ths Abu.ja iX-cie^aMun and the resolutions of the
Coherence to the next meeting 01 the EGA Conference of Ministers for
adoption; ( : .>.

6 Ulzzs member £t.*t»s to fully implement the recommendations' of the
Abuja Declaration by ints^ting women as an essential part of their recovery

. ..and long-term develo^tent. programmes; :,-..:■„

7- .^£.tb£T._ViC£S£ international Financial institutions, bilateral and
;. juA^ilaterai donors, organizationa of the Drilled Nations system; NGOo and
-:- .^-ric-m JGOs to imploneiit, aa a aatter of urgency, -the recoaraeri&itlons
,_ ^contained in the Abu.ia Declaration; ■ ■'."■". jr;:-v^. .

■ ■ ■ . ■•■■/•J..i'.;".C

3. Request tha KCA Conference of Ministers, the Economic and Social
, council and the General Aflseably of the United Nations to ensure:tnat apeedy
.,-ftPPropi-iatG lollcw-up action is t-akon to implement the ■'recbmmehdations
contained ir. the Abu.ia Oc^lti

9- ii£:lU£StS the E..;ec-ative Secretary of ECA to disseminate the Abuja
Dsclara-.ion as vjidt-iy as jrosgibls.. fvirticularly to member Statesman United
Nc-icns dgencies aiiu, c-rgatusations, donor; countries ar.d' organizations',
.rtguonal and suTarogional or^ni.aation&, NGOs,. institutions of -hi
and manpower develoK*nent :;3tabli.?hr.ienL2 ii;- Ai'rica;

J,- + 10\--^^-^fiS^Sl^ i-fce Kxscutj ^e Seci-otary of ECA to co-o-dinate and
monitor .ne implementation of the reeorsmendations of the Abuja Strategies and
to presen, comproncnad^ reports theroo.-s to the ECA Conference ofMinisters.

D£AFT RESOL.UTIOM 2 ■:.
'■.-■. ■ (" ■"

WCH-fSN ANU APARTHEID ■ .*-. ■•:■"!

°r, the in

.^r^^-



•

i- Support? t-Y.r? aot.iv.l

" their c---v><\\:rv wjf'1- "( v^-~- •;■.■ ^

■ ;,; . lndlH4de^r^ th:a ™*'" 'f
■/■■ ■ _, ..(..■

sanctions against". Srutii .■'■?.viczi

'£**$[*'''perpetrated..by..the ijl^xth.v-id r

5^ Reaue3':.3 the Economi

.that would strengthen the

•'■■*■ IVtb'r indirectly.

•

MOTION OK SOLK'AF.

The fo\i-Tii ^i;rI-;-,, >,.?V,r

. ■ to the Namibiar- v^cvl'j.- bi.-t alo.

■-'''• ' ilCe^iS thnt w:^,-!V':-: ■■;•■'.■'

-
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■.U'..; -ra/Tie-f: oi;.t ty Sc-.ith African wosen within

i — * ■ — *- * *-■* ™' ■* •

^iribio '.!ji ■.):t;j accc-.v3ioii of th^ir country to

i
■ i .: ! ■ i '"**","■

L

joverrjEri^ ■-.;-; to! pi-e3c-. for continued mandatory

re.r ai;:^d at checki-ig the destabliaation

i.-giroe against the FronMine States;

..■,-...■■-■ • ■■ ' :-::-|-vo"

j Conmis-oior. for: Africa to institute-'mechanisms

SovfheiTi African D^velopoent Co-ordination

cu. in Eavc/ur of v/oraen of thesubregion directly

assoy.Tios 3

iT/; WIT1! THE HAMIETAN GOVERNMENT .^^'

a: CoriTocrrr:;;-? en the Thtet-jratiQa of Wo'raen in

r.he b--'.>;i.r;;iir!^ o.: the. electoral process in

Lor- uhv .>r.r-.;?:gXe r/nat iias been »aged' by the

/:-~.o.v;^v*.-,; 5 in Ssonibia r^re Eignificcuit:.nat"only

' <;o -:^- African continent and tO' theiworld at

■.;-oi.:-.:o •■::: Nwrtibia on their achievement and

;:.i0Ci=S3:til S-ir.'^i.or.Hl p>voces3; ■ •■.'•.■')

ai'lvy . l.r.'ti ;.h^ :ii:i!;.ers in Namibia, as the

:v?v;.op.-k\.i \ditA":

TiCr-rria us .v:i'-;o>vporar,ed in. the long- and short-

:.^r. vfjp.fr-. -.rhvuid be involved in aij. decision-

/■aid pr ■t.-r'Jiii-r.e 1 f.vrii:u_istio'n as thtsy have been .

Jii.J^i:5;:':S«Cu. c-.n. the integration of Women in ■
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Considering the importance of including gender issues In -global

strategies and regional development programmes,

Mindful of the need for African women to. work out strategies for

surviving harsh structural adjustment programmes,

Recognizing the invaluable services.rendered by governments, governmental

organizations, non-governmental and international organizations and funding

agencies in furthering the cause of African women,; : .

Considering also the need to harmonize and co-ordinate.the efforts that

the various regional and aubregional organizations in Africa are making to

implement their programmes for the advancement of African women,

1- Requests that during the negotiations on the Lome IV Convention

between EEC and ACP countries, ECA should take into account the conclusions

of the present Conference, particularly concerning chapter VIII of the
Convention on the social and cultural problems of women, disabled persons,

youth and senior citizens; . v.-.-X

2. Stronelv urges ECA to organize a briefing session on the African
Alternative Framework to Structural Adjustment Programmes (AAF-SAP).;-during

which a committee of experts would consider the adverse effects of ongoing

structural adjustment programmes on wcm&n; . ' '

.. ■ " ' '•^•'■,
3. Requests ECA to institute three citations at subsequent regional

conferences on the integration of women in development (IWD). Two of of such

citations woulu go to i:\.f. J.emcmt t:v? programmes; ■ . or

■■1. AEP£S£ia&£s. r*e seeture of t'h<-:- West African subregion in placing at
the disposal of SCA and ARCC the services of the West African Women'3

Association and involving them in the first meeting of its Bureau held in

March 1990 in Dakar.. Senegal.

DRAFT RESOLUTION 5

FOLLOW-UF ON THE FOURTH AFRICA REGIONAL CONFERENCE ON

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ABUJA DECLARATION

The fourth African .Regional. Conference- on the Integration of Women in

Development in Africa, ■ r

Taking into account the provisions of the Lagos Plan of Action (LPA)

and the Nairobi Forward-looking Strategies,

Considering the United Nations Programme of Action for. African Economic

Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD),

Considering also the progress made and the obstacles encountered'in the

implementation of the Arusha Strategies within the context of structural

adjustment programme?;,

1. Recommends that ECA should:
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Ca) Organise a meeting of experts from ministries of planning and

finance in charge of national WID mechanisms, NGOs and agencies responsible

for the development of methodological approaches and necessary instruments for

the implementation of the Abuja Declaration; ;

(b). Define priority objectives for. the next 10 years, to.enable

the IWD programmes in Africa to evolve indicators that will allow for periodic

evaluation of results obtained;

(c) Identify responsibilities and determine ways and means of co

ordinating the major efforts made within the context of WID fey governments,

WID mechanisms, donors, international organisations and NGOs;

... . . .i ■ .

2. Appeals to governments, donors >nd international agencies', to work

together to ensure the holding of the meeting of experts in 1990:"and the

implementation of the resultant plan of action. -.^

DRAFT RESOLUTION 6 .

AFRICA REGIONAL CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE.FOR . >S

THE INTEGRATION OF !WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT (ARCC) ■ '■- ,.

The fourth African Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in

Development, I '■■!'.""'"15? "

Considering the important role played by ARCC and follow-up actions for

the integration of women in development in Africa,

In view of the need to ade.pt to current trends in activities for the

integration of women.

Recommends that:

1. An expanded meeting of ARCC should be held to conduct a detailed

analysis of the new policy guidelines under which the Committee would operate;

2. A short-term plan of action should be prepared for the 1991

evaluation, marking the expiry of the current mandate of ARCC;

3. A permanent post should be created to deal with all matters relating

to ARCC;

4. Programmes for- co-ordinating WID activities within the MULPOCs

should be reinstituted; and

5. Notes that the mandate of ARCC has:been extended to 1991.
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DRAFT RESOLUTION 7

., ■-■-i-./r- . VOTE OF THANKS TO THE PRESIDENT AND PEOPLE OF
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA

; - -, ': . The fourth African Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in

.•■.!■; r,-; ■:. Development. _ ;.\!Xb'i$> ■

",' :" ■■ ■' :. ■:', -.tii C'lV? ■.' :
Expresses its deep gratitude ^nd appreciation to His Excellency. General

Ibrahim Babangida, President and Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of the

; Federal Republic of Nigeria and the Government and People.;o,f .Nigeria for

hosting the Conference, and for the generous hospitality ^accorded to

participants during their stay in Nigeria. ,'. ...

Also extends its gratitude to the First Lady of Nigeria, ■Mrsr/>Maryam

Babangida, for her' interest and positive support which allowed--for-.the

successful organization of the Conference, :; --/!-VCv '

■;:; ■■ ■■. Requests the Chairperson of the Conference to convey the spirit of .this

message to the President, the Government and the people of 'the-* Federal,

Republic ot Nigeria. ■ ■ ■ ■


